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Abstract 
[he high temperature superconductor are very promising materials in a wide range of 
applications, start ing fr m the e lectricity power supply. They play a life saving function through 
imaging terns. Even major internet and communication ad ances depend on the e materials. 
uperconduct ivity in t hese materials occurs particularly in t he copper-oxide planes. However, 
ince t he e material are t ype- I I  uperconductor , magnetic fields can penetrate these material in 
quantized amounts o f  flux called vortices without de troying completel superconduct ivity, but 
producing some re istance due to vortex motion. I n  order to overcome the resistance problem, 
\'ortices mu t be pinned to pre ent th ir motion and hence e linlinate the resistance. 
I n  t his t hesis, we will model t he magnetic pancake vortices in a fmite stack of superconducting 
layers. Pinning center are unifo rmly distributed in each layer but the strength of these pinning 
center is random from one layer to another to ee their effect on t he conductivity of the 
uperconduct ing layers. 
I n  chapter t wo, we apply equal but oppositely directed dc currents to the outermost layers, where 
t 0 different cases are considered (1) free-pinning sample and (2) pinned sanlple. Decoupling 
current as funct ion of t he applied magnet ic field as well as number supercondu t ing layers i 
shown. 
I n  chapter t hree, dc current is applied to one of t he outermost layers. Velocities of outermost 
layers as well as displacement difference between the top layer and the layer below 
it are 
calculated. Moreover, t ime averaged vo ltages due to the mot ion of pancakes is c
omputed for 
outermost layers. I n  addition, magnet ic flux flow rate at the top laye
r and flux flow rate 
dilkren e b t\veen utem10<;t la)er are ho\\u. II th 
abo 'enee 0 r \ rtex pinning. 
VI 
alculat ions are don in presence and 
In hapter four. ac current i applied t the top layer. Velocitie of top and bottom layer as well 
a di p lacement difr r n e betwe n th t p layer and th la er below it are shown. I n  addition. 
nux n \ rate differen e bet" en outenno t Ia ers as a function of time i computed and ac 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
1.1 I ntroduction 
, uperconductivity is a wonderful and challenging field of physics, because of its exceptional 
properties. uperconductors have a wide spectrum of applications. 1·3 They have been used as 
electromagnet which generate large magnetic fields without loosing energy. These 
uperconducting magnets have applications4-6 in diagnostic medical equipment, such as MRl: 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging. Also, they are used in powerful particle accelerators, and studies 
of materials. Superconductors can have even more widespread practical applications if better 
superconducting compounds are discovered. For example?' 8, faster computers with larger 
torage capacitie , magnetic levitation of high speed trains9, and one of the most interesting of 
all is the efficiency of generation and transmission of electric powerlU. As a result of this 
importance II, J. George Bednorz & K. Alex Muller won a 0 bel Prize in physics in 1 987 after 
their discovery of superconducting materials at higher critical temperatures. 
uperconductivity is the phenomenon that was first discovered by the Dutch physicist Heike 
Kamerlingh Onnes in 1 9 1 1 3.12,13 . It occurs in certain materials that demonstrate no resistance to 
the flow of an electric current. Although many physical properties of superconducting materials 
1 
are not changed in the transition of the material from normal to superconductor state such as-
crystal structure and optical properties, they have the property of perfect conductivity, zero 
energy loss or zero resistance. Onnes found that the electrical resistivity of a mercury wire
8 
vanishes after cooling it to a temperature below 4 K. Very soon after this discovery, he 
discovered that a superconducting material could be returned to the normal state either by 
passing a sufficiently large current or by applying strong magnetic field to it. The highest 
temperature at which superconductivity occurs in a material is called critical temperature T . 
Below this transition temperature the resistivity of the material is zero. Moreover, Onnes
l-l 
3 
found that the uperconductor exhibited what he called persistent currents, electric current that 
continued to flow without an electric potential driving them. In one of Onnes experimentsl he 
started a current flowing through a loop of lead wire cooled to 4 K. After a year, the current was 
still flowing without significant current losses. In 1 933  Walter Meissner and R. Ochsenfeld3 
disc vered that elemental uperconductors are more than a perfect conductor of electricity. 
They exclude all magnetic flux and are perfect diamagnetic materials 2. This causes currents to 
flow at the surface of the superconductor, which generate magnetic field inside the 
superconductor that just balances the field that would have otherwise penetrated the material. 
This effect is called the Meissner effect. It occurs only if the magnetic field is relatively small. 
The importance of this experiment is the fact that although superconductors have zero electric 
re i'tance. they differ from perfect conductors 2 . But, how does the transition from normal state 
to superconducting state occur? Three famous theories of superconductivity are discussed next. 
1 . 2  Theories of superconductivity 
1any attempts had been made to explain the remarkable properties of superconductors. The 
early phenomenological theories expected that certain electrons are responsible for 
superconductivity and they were called as "super electrons' 2 . The most important theories are 
London, the BCS (Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer) and Ginzburg-Landau theories
l4• 
1.2.1 Londo n t heory: 
In 1 93 5 ,  shortly after the discovery of the Meissner effect, London brothers developed a 
phenomenological theory of super�onductivity 2,3.8, 14.16, which is reffered to as London theory. 
of 
It was clear to them that thi phenomenon, was an illu tration of a quantum state of a 
macro copic scale 13, 14. Thi theory was capable of describing a large number of observations. 
fhe two basic equation f th London theory are given by: 
d - -
dt Aj) = E, 
curICI\/) = -h , 
( l . 1  ) 
( 1 . 2) 
m 
where the screerung length A = --, and m, n, ,and e are the mass. the number per unit n,e-
volume. and harge of carriers of the super current, respectively. Eq. ( 1 . 1 )  is equivalent to say: 
the change of the current density with time is proportional to the electric field, E 8, and Eq.( 1.2) 
de cribe the Meissner effect in a quantitative way 2. 14. London theory led to important 
conclu ions uch as :, a decay of the external magnetic field in the thin surface layer, of order 
A[. of the uperconductor, as well as to the magnetic flux quantization, which was 
experimentally confirmed in 1 96 1  2 . In spite of the importance of the observations of London's 
theory. it didn't give any explanations about the origin of superconductivity in the microscopic 
scale. 
1.2.2 The BCS t heory: 
In 1 957, three American physicists, John Bardeen, Leon Cooper, and Robert Schrieffer'.J· 17 
developed a simple model which is expressed in terms of advanced ideas of quantum 
mechanic , but th mam idea of the model uggests that the electrons in a uperconductor 
conden e into a quantum ground state and travel together collectively and coherently. This 
theory, which is called the B theory 4, 16, says that two electrons in the superconductor can 
form a bound state, which is called the Cooper pair. These two electrons are of equal and 
oppo ite momenta and spin., they act as bosons. Hence, the superconducting particles are these 
pairs of electrons 2. An important parameter associated with superconductivity is the coherence 
length. It can be defined as the smallest distance over which the electrons in a Cooper pair 
remain together. The BCS theory has given a good understanding of the phenomenon of 
superconductivity at low critical temperature. 
1.2.3 Ginzburg-La ndau theory: 
Ginzburg-Landau theory is a semi phenomenological theory, which wa constructed in 1 950 
but only justified only in 1 959  on the basis of the BCS theory by Gorko\" 1�. The advantage of 
Ginzburg-Landau theory over the BCS theory is that it can treat the case ot a superconductor in 
a magnetic field in a much easier way. According to Ginzburg-Landau theory, a 
superconducting state can be described by a complex "order parameter" denoted by If/(r) 
2. 14 
where: 
( l .3 )  
is expressed in terms of a phase ¢(r), and its magnitude is a measure of the degree of 
superconducting order at position r below T,. The description of a superconductor by If/(r) is 
valid only for a superconductor whose properties change slowly on the scale of the dimensi
ons 
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01 the C oper pair 2 . In the pre ence of an external applied electromagnetic field, the current 
equation j gi en by 14: 
- e' [, ( Ii - 2e' J ] j = - 2m' lfI (r) i + � a  lfI(r) + c.c. ( 1 .4 )  
where e '  m· are the charge and the mass associated with a superconducting pair, respectively. 
a i the ector potential and c.c. is the complex conjugate. If ns (r) varies slowly with respect 
to the phase ¢(r), then the current equation could be written as 14: 
- ( 2e1 - eli J j � - - A +-'V¢(r) n, me m 
taking curl of the Eq. ( 1 . 5 ) , we obtain the result proposed by the London brothersl4. 
( 1 .5 ) 
A famous parameter associated with Ginzburg-Landau theory is the ratio K of the magnetic 
field penetration depth A(T) to the temperature dependent coherence length �(T), which is 
given byl6, 1 8, 19: 
K= A(T) �(T) . ( 1 . 6) 
ccording to parameter alue K, the type of the superconductor is determined. 
1 .3  Jose phso n jun ctio n 
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Jo ephsonl4, 16 examined the quantum nature of superconductivity and proposed the existence 
of 0 cillations in the electric current flowing through two superconductors, separated by a thin 
insulating layer in a magnetic or electric field. The effect is known as the Josephson effect. The 
current flow is termed as the Josephson current and the penetration of insulators by Cooper 
pairs is known as Josephson tunneling. Josephson expected and pointed out many possible 
associated applications, such as a detector of very high frequency radiation 2, but the 
requirement of maintaining the superconductor at very low temperatures, forms a severe 
hindrance to various applications. Developing higher temperature superconductors and better 
refrigeration techniques solve this problem 4. 
1 .4 Superconductors with higher critical temperature Tc 
Until 1 986 the highest critical temperature Tc was 23 .2  K in niobium-germanium compounds). 
Metallic and alloy materials are called low temperature superconductors, while ceramic based 
on copper oxides 20, 2 1  are known to have high Tc' In 19865, 6 , 8, George Bednorz and Alex 
Muller, did experiments on a particular class of metal oxide ceramics, which contains 
lanthanum, barium, copper, and oxygen, La2-xBaxCU04, called perovskites. They found 
indications of superconductivity at 3 5  K, 1 2 K above the old record for a superconductor. In 
February 1987 6 a perovskite ceramic material was found to superconduct at 90 K. This 
discovery was very significant because of possible use of liquid nitrogen as a coolant, which 
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cools 20 time more effecti e than liquid helium, an expensive and inefficient coolant. Because 
these material uperconduct at significantly higher temperatures they are referred to as high 
temperature superconductors. ince then cientists have e perimented with many different 
fonns of perovskites producing compounds that conduct over 1 30 KS, 22 . Large number of 
experiments, a surnptions, or modifications of existing theories were perfonned on 
superconductors to investigate their properties, for better understanding of this phenomenon. 
Superconductors are classified according to their properties. For instance, depending on the 
transition temperature Tc' ceramic-based materials are considered to be high temperature 
superconductors, while metallic and alloy materials are described as low temperature 
superconductors. The most common classification of superconductors depends on their 
characteristic behavior in the presence of a magnetic field. According to this behavior, they are 
divided into two types: type-l and type-II superconductors. 
1.5 Type-I superconductors 
uperconductors of type-I are made, mostly, of a single materiaL They expel completely 
magnetic fields from penetrating into their interior1). 
24 . They possess perfect diamagnetism. 
When an external magnetic field is applied, the transition temperature from the superconducting 
to the normal phase is sharp. Although this type of superconductors excludes the applied 
magnetic field from the center of the sample by establishing circulating currents on its surface 
that counteract the applied magnetic field, there is a certain penetration depth A. inside the 
material3, as shown in Figure 1 . 1 .  
Figure 1 . 1 : Magnetic flux is excluded from the interior of the superconductor. A. LS 
the penetration depth inside the superconductor. 
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The penetration depth is a measure of the decay of a magnetic field in the interior of a 
uperconductor. It is function of temperature. At higher temperatures. the penetration depth gets 
larger3: 
( 1 .  7) 
When Tc of a superconductor is measured while applying a magnetic field H, the value of Tc 
decreases with increasing H and when this field exceeds a certain critical magnetic field He' 








Figure 1 .2: Magnetic field versus temperature in type-l superconductor. 
1 0  
The maximum critical magnetic field, He in any type-I (low temperature) superconductor is 
about 2000 Gauss ( 0.2 Tesla), which is quite low. An approximate expression that relates H( 
\-vith temperature T is3: 
(l.8) 
In spite of type-I superconductors' importance, they cannot be used as superconducting high-
field electromagnets. However, there is another type of superconductors which is ideal for this 
application, they are called type-II superconductors. 
1 1  
1.6 Type-I I superconductors 
,'upcrconductors of type-II are made of alloys or compounds of different materials howev r 
vanadium., technetiwn and niobium are exceptioni5. They are formed from the transition 
elements and the actinide erie 3. 23. These materials are characterized by two critical magnetic 










Figure l. 3 :  Relationship between temperature and magnetic field in type-II 
superconductors. 
Below He" the material acts as type-I. Between these two fields the superconductor is in a 
mixed state, it is also called vortex state or Shubnikov state. When the external magnetic field is 
increased, the transition from superconducting to normal state occurs after going through a wide 
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mIxed state region. Back to the Ginzburg-Landau parameter K. in this typel6. I K> �. and 
for type-l superconductor 1 K < J2 . The transition from type-l to type-II occurs \ hen 
K = �, al 0 this parameter could be written in terms of critical fields: 
( 1.9) 
This thesis will focus on the mixed state, where the material has "zero resistance" and partial 
filLX penetration. Type-II superconductors can persist to several hundred thousand Gauss. When 
the e superconductors are subjected to a strong magnetic field, they permit the field to penetrate 
through the sample in quantized amounts of flux, called vortices. 
1 .  7 Magnetic vortices 
Vortex structure differs according to the type of the superconductor. If the superconductor is 
isotropic (low-temperature superconductor), the vortex is called Abrikosov vortex. named after 
the Russian physicist who first predicted the state. Abrikosov vortex is a quantized unit of 
magnetic flux, which penetrates type-II  superconductors. It has a tube shape. Otherwise, if the 
superconductor is anisotropic (layered superconductor), the vortex structure becomes more 
complicated. It 26.33consists of an array of two-dimensional pancake vortices in CU02 planes 
weakly coupled by coreless Josephson vortices in between two superconducting planes, as 





Figure 1.4: Vortex structure in a layered superconductor. 
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If the material is not too anisotropic, it can be described by the continuous anisotropic 
Ginzburg-Landau or London theory. However, for materials with large anisotropy. such as 
strongly layered B i- and Tl- compounds the d iscrete Lawrence-Doniach model is applicable. 
The Lawrence-Doniach model describes these superconductors as an array of parallel thin 
superco nductin g  planes weakly coupled by quantum mechanical coupling, the Josephson 
coupling. I n  the mixed state, large currents can lead to the dynamics of the \'ortices33-15. so they 
produce resistance in the material and hence losses occurs. To overcome this problem one can 
"pin,,43 these vortices to prevent their motion and hence eliminate the resistance due to vortex 
motion. Hard superconductors are of type-I I with pinning centers. If the vortex state is well 
understood, superconductors can be enhanced a great deal. Vortex may go under phase 
transition under certain c ircurnstances44. 45, Vortex lattice can freeze or melt; consequently 
current will increase or decrease. Introducing high magnetic fields to the superconductor vortex 
lattice may change to vortex glass phase, and applying higher temperatures vortex can melt and 
a vortex liquid phase results 37, 38,44.45 . Because of the complexity of the problem, simulations 
become important for understanding vortex phase diagram in the layered high temperature 
superconductor. I n  fact, three main forces are acting on an individual vortex: 
1 4  
( J )  the Lorentz force: act between the current and the ortex. ( 2 )  the lattice force: acts on a 
moving vortex and descri bing their interaction within and near the core region with the crystal 
lalticeJ2, 46 . (3 )the pinning force Fp : ortex pinning 47.48 . The pinning force permits to form a 
tatic vortex density, which leads to a bulk transport current density J given b : 
( l . 1 0) 
urrent density is flowing free of dissipation, and this indeed is highly important in 
applications. When the pinning force acting on a vortex is equal to the Lorentz force, the 
current density will be called critical or depinning current density J, . There are many effective 
ways 49-95 to pin these vortices. Li et al. 57 state that " pinning centers are expected to be the 
most efiective when the distance between pinning centers is comparable to the coherence 
length" . Whereas Motwidlo et al. 58 studied the effect of alloy and pin material on 
superconducting properties of Nb Ti and remarked that both the choice of the superconducting 
alloy and pin material affected the pinning force and the critical magnetic field. For example 
introducing defects by adding impurities49 to create artificial pinning arrays, or substituting of 
elements as done in Reference 59 for yttrium in YBCO cause lattice mismatch; hence stress-
field pinning occurs. Varanasi et al. 60 investigated effects of rare-earth ion (Nd. La) 
substitutions to pure YBa2Cu307- 5 melt processed in air and found that this addition leads to 
marked improvements. Also Angst et al. 6
1  had grown single crystals of HgBa2Can-
,CUn02n+2+ 5 partly with substitution of Ba by Sr and Hg by Pb and Re and investigated 
improvement of flux pinning properties by this chemical substitution. Kadyrov et al.
62 achieved 
high critical current densities by the same method of introducing artificially designed pin 
structure of Nb in Nb Ti superconductor and obtained the maximum alues when the Nb layer 
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thickne ' as designed to be appro imatel} twice the coherence length in h Ti. Tripodi et aLo3 
worked with intered samples that have been hydr genated using chemical absorption and 
con luded that the process improve it uperconducting properties. Cooley et aLM used 
artificial pinning center which geometry is detennined by biUet stacking was made by gun­
barrel drilling to result a periodic flux pinning. They showed that highly uniform, periodic array 
of flux pinning centers can be obtained on a scale below 30 nm in Nb- Ti. Rizzo et aL65 used 
ferromagnetic artificial pinning centers in Nb Ti superconductor and remarked that these pins 
enhancements are more than that of nonmagnetic pins for the given volume percent. 
Another effective way of introducing defects is particle beam irradiation, which produce 
effective pinning centers in high temperature superconductor. Tkaczyk et aL66 studied textured 
TlBa2Ca2Cu30= thick films with heavy ion irradiation, and observed enhanced critical current at 
high fields. Also irreversibility line was shifted to higher temperatures. Drost et aL67 used an 
oblique irradiation at various angles in order to stud pinning by columnar defects. Zhao et aL68 
u ed high-resolution transmission electron microscopy to study effects of different radiation 
damages. Ogikubo et aL69 high-energy heavy-ion irradiation foUowed by thermal annealing and 
howed experimental results on superconducting properties of Bi2Sr2CaCu208-x . Thompson et 
aL 70 investigated improved critical current density and extended irreversibility in single crystal 
Bi2Sr2CaCU108 as a result of linear defects caused by heavy ion irradiation. Metlushko et aL 7 1 
showed that by creating artificial pinning centers in Bi2Sr2CaCu20x single crystals and thin 
films either by Kr-irradiation or during the process of thin film growth , high critical current 
densities result. Also Siegal et al. 72 enhanced critical current density significantly by W, Xe+ or 
irradiation in epitaxial thin films of Ba2 YCu307- 6 with little effect on critical temperature. Cutro 
et al.73 pinned Bi2Sr2CaCu208 single crystals with heavy ion irradiation by 11 , He +, Ne +, Ar + 
hi h and fields. Hu et al.74
 
that caused the critical current to persist at g er temperature 
investigated significant improvements of critical current measurement m (Bi. 
1 6  
Phh,)'r]Ca2CUjOf(yA!; tape ' at 77 K following fast neutron irradiation that indicated to be an 
effective method t Impro e ortex pinning. Weaver et a1. 75 found that proton irradiation 
mcrea e the orte pinning energy in Ti]Ca2BaCu20S films. Field cooling7S the superconductor 
from abo e critical temperature, in the presence of a magnetic field results in a strongly pinned 
vortice . Miller et a!. 79 compared hot isostatically pressed Bi2Sr2CaCuOx films. one was 
pre ed for 1 5  minutes and the other one for 1 20 minutes. The first sample had enhanced flux 
pinning because it contained a high density of dislocations and planar faults. 
Although mo t of pinning centers include defect introduction . there is another type of pinning 
that i called " intrinsic pinning" and considered to be effective33. Chakravarty et a1. 82 tudied 
the effects of the intrinsic pinning in Bi2Sr]CaCu]OS which exists in a direction perpendicular to 
the layers related to its strong structural anisotropy. Oussena et a1. 83 presented an experimental 
evidence of intrinsic pinning in hysteresis loops of untwined YBa]CUj07-x single crystals. Fuke 
el a1.8-l studied several kinds of YBCO thin films with different microstructures and showed that 
there is a relationship between the microstructure and pinning torce, also boundaries between a-
axis-oriented and c-axis-oriented grains were considered to be effective pinning centers. 
Consequently pinning of these vortices has many in1ages and can be reached by several 
methods such as ordered oxygen-deficient phases86, point and columnar defects87. 88. pinning-
. 89 Co • •  90 9 1  d d . d' 
. . 92. 93 t 
. 
bo d 80. 8 1 .  9-l mduced stress , surlace pmnmg . , ran om an peno IC pmnmg , Will un ary , 
lattice defects95, anisotropic arrays of pinning centers as submicron holes "antidotes" or 
magnetic dots produced by electron-beam lithography
96 are among promising techniques. 
However, vortex migration in hard superconductor can always take place at finite temperature 
even when Lorentz force is smaller than pinning force, this is called thermally activated flux 
16 97 1 02 . '  . t f th t ' ls82, 1
03- 1 05 
creep , - and it plays a great role m the reSIstive measuremen s 0 ese rna ena 
1 06 1 07 . '  . f'. d th ' ent By reducing the temperature ' , both the maxunum pmnmg Lorce an e maxlIDum curr 
density in a superconductor increase. So vortex dynamics may occur because of thermal 
1 7  
activat i 11, rugh transport current, or magnetic field grad ient ,  but by introducing effective 




l 08 36 1 09- 1 1 2 . . supercon uctmg t , uch as SQU I D  . sensors, can be unproved drast ically. 
1 .8 Pancake vortices in a finite stack of superconducting layers 
We model the high temperature superconductor as an array of  paral le l  t hin films, which are 
Jo phson decoupled. Our model applies to highly anisotropic material. Pe et al .  1 13 applied 
transport currents to outem10st layers in opposite direction and obtained an analyt ical 
expre ion for the coupling between vortices. They found that for fixed number of layers t he 
decoupling current density increased with increasing number of  layers. I n  t his thesis, random 
pinning was presented to interior layers, such t hat its uniform in each layer but its strength is 
random from layer to layer, with t he same other parameters in reference 1 1 3 and the structure 
was great ly affected. However decoupling current wasn't enhanced. I n  addition, we shov,:ed 
t hat coupling between vort ices is weak in highly anisotropoc materials. 
I n  reference 1 1 4, a dc current was appl ied to the top layer of a finite stack of superconduct ing 
layer. I t  invo lved zero and non zero uniform pinning. To compare, we appl ied random pinning 
to the superconducting layers and found t hat pinning affects drastically the mot ion of vort ices. 
Moreover, we suggest experimental ways such as measuring the d ifference in voltage and flux 
flow rate to determine t he strength of coupling between vort ices and detect the presence of 
pmnmg.  
1 8  
As a result of a tran port current, ac 10 e occur. Kerchner et al. 1 1 5 noticed that as the current 
is rai cd above critical current ac los es increase sharply. In thi study we applied random 
pinning to uperconducting layers with transport ac current to the top layer and calculated the 
ac 10 e for a finite tack of superconducting layers as function of frequency, which has been 
perfom1ed for the first time. The calculated ac losses are greatly reduced by the presence of 
pmnmg. 
1.9 Thesis organization: 
This thesis contains an introduction, three chapters, and a conclusion. In the second chapter the 
model i descri.bed in details. D irect current is applied to the outermost layers in opposite 
directions, and then the efiects are studied on different number of superconducting layers. First, 
we tudy the case' of pinning free system and then the case of introducing a random pinning 
force that difiers between layers and is constant along each layer. In the third chapter, dc 
current is applied to one of the outermost layers. and then its effect is studied. also in the two 
cases v. ith and without a random pinning force. Velocities of outermost layers, the difference 
betv.·een top layer and the layer just below it. magnetic flux difference. and time-averaged 
voltage are calculated. In the forth chapter alternating current is applied to one of the outermost 
layers. and its effect is studied in two cases: with and without random pinning. Also in this 
work velocities of top and bottom layers, the difference in position between top and the layer 
below. magnetic flux difference between top and bottom layers, and power dissipation are 
calculated. A conclusion that summarizes the results of the three chapters is presented at the end 
of the thesis. In addition., the algorithm of the program that calculates ac losses is shown in the 
appendix. 
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Chapter I I :  Equal transport dc currents applied 
to the outermost layers of a fin ite stack of 
superconducting layers in opposite directions 
w ith and w ithout pinning 
20 
2.1 I ntroduction 
The discovery of high temperature superconductors was accompanied by a significant number of 
e perimental and theoretical methods, which were established to get a better understanding of 
these materials. In our model, the high temperature layered superconductor is taken as an array 
of parallel thin films. The vortices are stacks of two-dimensional pancake vortices joined by 
Josephson strings. There are three main assumptions in this model. First : finite number of 
superconducting layers N ,  which is the case for real samples. Second assumption is that these 
vortices have perfect hexagonal lattice. Third assumption is that the vortex structure in each layer 
doesn't change under the influence o f  an electric field. They remain in the hexagonal lattice fonn 
through the experiment, for computational purpose. Also thennal fluctuations were not taken 
into account, so that the lattice won't  melt. However, pinning was investigated in the second part 
o f  the experiment . The effect of Josephson coupling between superconducting layers was not 
considered; so this model is applied for highly anisotropic material. Hence magnetic coupling is 
the only source of pancake vortices interaction.47, 97, 1 1 3 
Currents are applied to the outermost layers in opposite directions .  When a current is applied to a 
certain superconducting layer and pancake vortex motion occurs in that layer, pancake vortices 
. . 98 1 16 1 1 7 ill other layers move also, although they are not subjected to a transport current. ' , 
Translation of the lattices at the outermost layers occurs because of the Lorentz force that 
resulted from t hese surface transporting currents. When the lattices at the top and bottom layers 
are displaced by an equal distance, and opposite directions and assuming that these lattices are 
fixed in their new positions, the lattices in the interior layers are displaced due to the interact ion 
between pancake vortices in different layers. The main purpose is to simulate the effect of a 
current applied to outermost layers on the structure of the interior lattices, and how they will be 
displaced with respect to each other. This gives an insight about the nature and strength of the 
coupling between pancake vortices in different layers. Also to show the decoupling surface 
2 1  
current density, current at which the pancake vortices of outermost layers separate from the 
vort ices of the interior layers for different number of superconducting layers in three different 
cases. First, we study t he case of a sample with no pinning centers. I n  the second case. t he 
applied current circulates not o nly along the outermost layers, but could also run through a 
number of interior layers. I n  t he t hird case, we study a sample with pinning centers uniformly 
distributed in each inertior layer but the strength o f  these pinning centers is random from o ne 
layer to another. I n  each o f  these numerical experiments, we calculate the decoupling current as 
funct io n  of t he applied magnetic field as well as the number o f  superconducting layers in the 
case of presence and absence of pinning centers . 
2 . 2  Descri ption of the model : 
I n  o rder to study the pancake vort ices in t he case of finite number of superconducting layers, first 
let us t ake the simple case of a single pancake vortex as shown in Figure 2 . 1 .  
__________ t s 
(t- 1)5 
Pancake __________ 1 s 
vortex --===-----=.8\.----- o s 
_________ - 1  5 
� 5 
(-m+ 1 ) 5  
."1/' __________ -rn s 
Figure 2. 1 :  Single pancake in a layered superconductor. 
Let s be the interlayer spacing, t is the number of layers above the pancake and m is the 
ak Als ume t hat t he thickness d of the number of layers below the pane e .  0 we ass 
N superconducting layers is much less than penetration depth A. . 
2 .2 . 1 M agnetic vector poten tial  
Assuming that the pancake layer coincides with the plane z = O . The layers then can be 
referenced by z = ns where - m � n � I (see Figure 2 . 1 ) . I n  cylindrical coordinates, the vector 
. J ( ) . . b 30 I L 3  potent Ia a", p, Z IS gIven y , 
00 
arp(p, z )  = fdqA(q)JI(qp)Z(q, z ) . (2 . 1 )  
o 
Where JI( qp) is the first order Bessel function of the first kind and Z(q, z )  has the following 
form: 
Z(q , :: )  = 
an I H I  exp( -qz) + fJn n +1 exp(qz )  
. exp(- Qll ln\s) 
y exp( -qz ) 
y ' exp(qz ) 
n < z / s < n + l ,  
z / s = n, 
z / s > t 
z / s < -m 
- m � n � t - l 
By subst itut ing z / s = t and z / s = -m in Z(q , z) given by Eg. (2 .2)  we obtain :  
y = exp(- Q, ts )exp(qls )  and y '=  exp(- Q_nrms )exp(qms ) . 
respect ively. Hence :  
Z(q z > Is) = exp(- Q,Is)exp(- q(z - ts ») . 
and 
Z(q , z < -ms) = exp(- Q_mms )exp(q(z + ms») , 
By subst itut ing of z / s = n and z / s = n + 1 in Z(q, z) given by Eg. (2 .2)  we obtain for 
- m � n � 1 - 1 , t he fol lowing form: 
(exp(-qns)  exp(qns )  )(an, n + l ) _ (exP(- Qn lnls) J exp(-q(n + l )s) exp(q (n + 1 )s ) fJ,. n + 1  - exp(- Qn+ l ln + l ls) 
(2 .2) 
(2 . 3 )  
(2 .4) 
(2 .5)  
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oIving [or an.n+ 1 & /111."+ 1 '  we get 
(2 .6) 
/3"," . 1 = 2 s� (qs) [exp(- Q"+l ln + l is )exp( - qns) - exp(- Q" InIs )exp{ - q{n + l )s)] - m � n � t - 1  
(2 .7) 
ubst itut ing back into Eq. (2 .2 ), Z(q z) can be rewritten as follows: 




[exp(- Q" Inls )s i nh (q« n  + I )s - z)) + exp(- Q"+l ln + l is )sinh{q(z - ns)) 1 
for n < z / s < n + 1 , - m � n � t - 1  
exp(- Q" InIs � 
exp(- Q/ t )exp{- q(z - IS)), 
exp{- Q_m ms )exp(q(z + ms)), 
for ;; / s = n,-m � n � t 
for z / s > t 
for z / s < -m 
2 .2.1.a The  s u rface cu rrent density 
The surface current density Krp , can be related to the vector potential Qrp as fo llows I 1 3 : 
- e  [ ¢ ] Krp (p, n) = -- Qrp (p z = ns) - -O- 5" o , for - m < n < t  2TrA 2Trp , 
(2 . 8 ) 
(2 .9) 
Where A is the two-dimensional th in film screening length denoted by 2A? / d 77  and ¢o i s the 
flux quantum defined as he / 2e , where h is Planck's constant, e is the speed of light in vacuUlil, 
and e is the electron charge. 5",0 is the Kronecker delta. Krp can also be expressed as the 
d iscontinuity in the radial component of the magnetic field across a superconduct ing layer.3o 
Hence 
(2 . 1 0 ) 
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Equat ing Eq . (2 .9) and Eq .(2 . 1 0) \ e o btain the equat ion for vector potential a� (p, z ) evaluated at 
z = n gi en b : 
ident ically: 
2.2 .1. b The layer conta in ing  the pancake v o rtex 
Taking 11 = 0 ,  it fol lows from Eqs.(2 . 1 )  and (2 . 1 1 )  that a", (p, z = 0) is given by the following 
express ion : 
co 
QflJ(p, ::; = 0) = fdqA(q)J ,(qp) . (2. 1 2) 
o 
Taking the part ial derivat ive of Q", (p, z ) with respect to z at z = O± , we will have: 
co 
Q",(p, z = ns )I �=o' = fdqA(q)J,(qp)Z(q, z = nS(=ot . (2 . 1 3) 
o 
S ubstitut ing Qtp(p, z = ns) I :=o� from Eq. (2 . 1 3 ) into Eq .(2 . 1 1 ) and combining it with Eq . (2 . 1 2) we 
obtain: 
Using t he fol lowing properties of Bessel funct ions: 
co I 1 
and fdppJ, (qp)- = - , 
o p q 
(2 . 1 4) 
(2 . 1 5 ) 
Eq. (2 . 1 4  can be rewritten a follows: 
2.2 . l . c Layers other than the  pancake vortex layer 
For n � 0 : the vector potent ial has the fol lowing form : 
On the other hand: 
oc 
a�,(p, ;: = J1 ) =  fdq 'A(q ' )J l( q ' p)Z(q ' , z = ns) for - m � n � t, n =F O .  
o 
2 5  
(2 . 1 6) 
(2. 1 8) 
Taking the part ial derivative of  Qq> (p, z )  with respect to z at z = ns+ and z = ns- . it follows 
from Eq .(2 . 1 8) that : 
for - rn � n � I. n =F O .  (2 . 1 9) 
Again using Bessel function property given by Eq. (2 . 1 S ) ,  one can verify t hat : 
Z(q z = ns) = A [a . Z(q z)1 • - a2(q z)1 . .  ] ,  for - 171 � n � t, 11 =F 0 ( 2 .20) , 2 '"  :;;n\ - ' z=ns 
2.2. l . d Layers a bove t h e  pancake vortex layer 
Here we will consider Z(q, z) given in Eq. (2 .20) for : n = t, t - 1 , t - 2, . . .  , 1 .  
For z / s = t :  above the layer where the pancake vortex is located (see F igure 2. 1 ) . 
Subst itut ing Z(q , z) g iven by Eq.(2 . 8 )  into Eq . (2 .20),  one can verify after simplification that : 
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exp(- Q, IS ( I + :
q
) i nh (qs) + cosh(qs) ] = exp(- Q,., (I - I )s ) . (2 .2 1 )  
Let f(g )  = ( I + :
q 
}inh(q ) + cosh (qs ) . 
Then Eq.(2 .2 1 )  can be written as 
(2.22) 
After subst itut ing of = / s = n > 0 ,  such that I � n � t - 1  in Z(q, z)  and combining Eqs.(2 .8 ) and 
(2 .20) we obtain the fo llowing fonn: 
exp(- Qnns )g(q) - exp(- Qn+1 (n + J )s ) = exp(- Qn-I (n - 1 )s) , (2 .23 ) 
where g(q) = 2[_1_Sinh (qs) + cosh (qs )] . Aq (2.24) 
Using Eqs.(2 .22) and (2 .23 ), the funct ion in term exp(- Qnns) can be iterat ively solved for 
n = r , t - 1 .  t - 2, . . .  , I 
First, let us define the function h in terms of f(q) and g(q ) as fol lows: 
{ I  
h(q, n > 0) = f(q )  
I /[g(q )  - h(q , n - 1 )] 
11 = 1 
(2 .2 � ) 
n > 1  
Using Eqs.(2 .23) and (2 .25), exp(- Qnns )  can be expressed at n = t ,  I - I , t - 2, . .  . ,  1 as fo llows 
exp(- Q1 s) = h(q, t )  
exp(- Q2 2s) = h(q, l )h(q , t  - I ) 
exp( - QI_I ( t  - l )s ) = h(q, t )h(q, t - I ) . . . h(q J)h(q ,2 )  
exp(- Ql tS) == h(q, t)h(q, t - 1 )  . . .  h(q,3)h(q,2 )h( q, l ) 
2 .2 . 1 .e Layers below the  pancake vort ex layer 
Applying Eq .(2 .20) for layers n "" -m, - m + ], - m + 2, . . .  , - 1 , where m > 0 ,  we get for 
:: / s = -m the fol lowing expression : 
exp(- Q_mms )f( q )  "" exp(- Q-m+) ( m - I )s ) . ( 2.26) 
For z / = n < 0 such that - m + 1 � n � - 1  , after subst itution of Eq . (2 .8 ) into Eq . (2 .20) we can 
write: 
exp(Qnns )g( q )  - exp(Qn_) (n - 1 )s )  = exp(Qn+1 (n + 1 )s ) . (2 .27) 
From the above equation, exp(- Qlln ) can be solved, for n = -m, - m + L - m + 2 . . . .  , - 1 , in the 
same manner: 
exp(- Q_) s) = h(q, m) 
exp(- Q_2 2s) = h(q, m)h(q, m - 1) 
exp(- Q-m+ ) (m - 1 )s) = h(q, m)h(q,  m - 1) . . .  h(q,3 )h(q ,2) 
exp(- Q_m ms) = h(q, m)h(q,  m - I ) . . . h(q.3)h(q,2)h(q, l ) 
t he fonn of exp(- Qn Jnls) can be rewritten in the fo llowing compact form: 
-n-) f1 h( q, m - p), - m � n � - 1 
p=o 
exp(- Qn Jn ls) = 1 ,  n-\ f1 h(q , t - p), 
p=o 
n = O 
l � n � t . 
ow we can derive exp lic itly A( q )  , from Eqs. (2 . 8), (2 . 1 6) and (2 .28) as fo llows: 
Case one:  Pancake layer at  the  top of  the  stack 
For t = 0, (m = N - 1 ) , the term A ( q )  will have the fol lowing expression :  
A( q )  = ¢. sinh (qs) [g(q) - h(q,  N - 1 )  - exp(- qs)r . 
;rAq 
(2 .28) 
( 2 . 29) 
Ca e two: Panca ke layer at  the bottom of the tack 
For m = 0, (l  = - 1 ) 
We bs rYe that A(q) given in Eq . (2 .29) has the same form for f = 0 (m = N - 1 )  and 
m = O. (t = - 1 ) . 
Ca e t h ree: Pancake layer lies between other laye rs 
For t :t 0 and m :t  0 : 
Define : 
h(q, n = 0) = exp(- qs) .  
Then the expression of A(q ) in Eq. (2 . 1 6) can be written as fol lows: 
A(q ) = � [ I _ A { . q
( )
(- co h (qs ) + exp(- Ql )) - . q( ) (COSh (qs) - exP(- Q_ s))}]- 1 _J[ 2 sinh qs sinh qs I 
(2.30) 
Using Eqs. (2 .24) and (2 .28) , we can obtain from Eq. (2 . 30) an expression of A (q )  in terms of 
g(q) and h(q , n )  as fo l lows: 
A(q ) = � s inh (qs ) (g(q) _ h(q, t )  - h(q, m)rl • 
J[ Aq 
2.2 .2  Coord i n ate t ra nsfo rmation 
(2 .3 1 ) 
We move the origin of the coordinate system to the bottom of the stack of layers to make the 
calculat ion simpler and take into account the influence of every vortex on the other vortices as 
shown in Figure 2 .2 .  
29 
----____ (N- l)s 
-------- (N-2)s 
----���--- m s  
s t---------- 1 s 
------- 0 s 
Figure 2 2  Change coordinate of the single pancake vortex 
The new form of  Z(q , ': )  and exp(-Q" lnls) becomes 
. l ( ) {cxp(- Qn.m 17 - mS)sinh (q(I7 + I)S - :::) +  smb qs 
exr( - Q,,+I .m 11 + 1 - III �')sinh (q(::: - / 1s) )}, j(}/' 1 7 < :; / s < 1 7 + LO :<=:; II :<=:;  r - 1 
Z , (q. :) = Z(Lf, :::. m) =  cxp(- Qn.m 17 - m s). for 2 1  = 17.0 :<=:; n :<=:; N - J 
and 
exp l-Q'-I.m (N - l)s)exp(- q(:(N - 1)sl). for .: / s > N - J 
exp(- Qo.mlJ7s)exp(q(.: + ms), for z / s < O  
-n "t- flJ -l n h(q , /11 - p) 0 :<=:; 11 :<=:; 171 - 1  
1'=0 
exp(- Q" m 111 - 111 \S) = l1 = m  
Il-m-I 
TI h(q , N - I - m - p) m + l :<=:; n :<=:; N - I  
1'=0 
(2.32) 
(2 .3 3)  
where n is  the layer of the pancake vortex and m i s  the layer at which Z(q, z, m) is expressed. 
Furthermore A(q)  can be wTitten as 
¢ sinh (qs) ( ]-1 A(q. m) = 0 g(q) - h(q, N - l - m) - h(q, m)  . 
1( Aq 
(2.34) 
2 . 2.3 o u pl ing fo rce between two-d imen ional pa ncake vortex lattice : 
]0 
A uming that at equilibrium all pancake vortices form vertical stacks along the z-direction. The 
force of pancake i due to pancake j is: 1 1 3 
( 2 .35 ) 
where K (pj , j, n  is the sheet current density produced by the pancake in layer j at the position 
of the pancake in layer i .  otice that the net force on each pancake vortex is zero when all 
stacks of vort ices are in perfect registry. From previous results, and by assuming that the 
magnetic field H is in the + z direction, Eq . (2 . 35) can be written as: 
where C( . . ) _ sinh (qs ) Z(q, i. j )  q , j . l - , g(q) - h(q, N - 1 - j) - h(q, j) 
and p(qJ ) = i cos qJj + ] sin qJj is the unit vector along j5 .  
uppo e that the latt ice in layer j is translated by some displacement vector 5, ,where 
5, 1< a , the latt ice constant . The net force on a pancake in layer i is: 




The summation is  over al l  the latt ice vectors T .  Fe can be represented by a summation over t he 
reciprocal latt ice vectors g as: 
(2 .39) 
Th 
. 1 I tt '  t g- n b- + n b
-
and n n E ( . . . - 2 - 1  0 1 2 . . .  ) for a e reclproca a Ice vec or = I I 2 2 , I ' 2 , ' " , , 
hexagonal latt ice ( see F igure 2 . 3 ) can be calculated from direct lattice vectors 01 ' °2 . °3 as 
3 1  
Figure 2 . 3 :  Hexagonal vortex lattice. 
sing mathematical identit ies and propert ies of Bessel functions in Eq . (2 .39) one can verify 
that : 
G- ( - . .  ) _ _ _ i¢.l C(q . j. i) g, ) , '  - g 2 1 . m\ g ' 
otice that that G satisfies the fol lowing ident ity: 
G(-g, j, i) = -G(g, j, i )  
and hence Eq . (2 .39) can be written as follows: 
where g is the magnitude o f  g ,  and A = � a2 is the area of the unit cell for the latt ice. 
( 2 .40) 
( 2 .4 1 ) 
2.3 Equal trans port currents appl ied to outer layers i n  opposite d i rections 
Figure 2.4 repre ent the tructure of one stack of pancakes aligned along the :: -axis, where 
the bott m la. er coincide with the plane z = O . When a current is applied in oppo ite directions 
to the top and bott m layers, the bottom layer is displaced by 5) whereas the top layer is 
di placed by - 5) . These layers are assumed to be fixed in the ir new positions, while the 
interior latt ices adjust themselves to reach a new force-free configuration. 
H FuJld 
--E- - 0 
" '/" ' , J .... . , 
/ .. L. .. " .. - : 
" - , .  .-
n = 2  
n = l 
n = O  
t 
+ z  
n = N-l  
n = N-2 
n =  N -3 
z 
" 
• •••••• J .  
" /'" 
. ....-:. 
-+ ___ ---<iJ • ::.----.. + x 
� Oj --7 
Figure 2 .4 :  Effect of appl ied current in opposite directions to the outermost layers. 
Suppose, for simplic ity, t hat all pancake d isplacements occur along the x direction ( taken along 
t he latt ice vector iiI )' and that x, is the coordinate of the pancake in layer i ;  then the force 
balance equation for interior pancakes for 1 � i � N - 2 is given by: 
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I Fn ( X; - x, ' j, i) - '7.1: = nL:C 
I � 
where F;.·f i the X -component of 1;.. , lJ is the viscous drag coefficient , and X, x are the ftrst and 
econd deri at i es of X, with respect to t ime, respectively. m is the two-dimensional pancake 
vorte>-. ma . ince rn is negligible, last equat ion can be written as 
I Fcx (x) - x" j, i) = '7X . ;'" ( 2.42) 
From the symmetry of the displacement of the outermost layers, Eq. (2 .42) will be solved only 
for half of the superconduct ing layers, i.e. N; 2 equat ions: an equat ion for each layer, and the 
d i  p lacement for the other half has the opposite sign. I n case the current is applied to mOre than 
two outermost layers, less inner superconduct ing layers are taken into aCCOWlt . However, in the 
case of the existence of pinning forces that are uniform in each layer, but randomly distributed 
from layer to layer, the structure won' t remain symmetric any more, and all superconduct ing 
layer mLlst be taken into account . The magnitude of the random pinning force j<; chosen within 
certain range, sLlch that the net force can be calculated as fol lows: 
2 .4 Res u l ts a nd disc ussio n :  
I f" I > lf, 1  
Ite l > lt" I ' 
(2 .43 ) 
We take the interlayer distance s � 1 5  A and A � 5 .6  x l  04  s .  The surface current densities and 
d ·  . f crPo the decoupling surface current density are expresse m uruts 0 HA2 A 2  
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2 0 4. 1 Ca e one:  C u rrent appli ed to top and bottom layers with  no pinning ( Figu re 2.5- 2.9)  
Figure 2.5 . how the t ructure of  one stack of pancakes in 3 1  superconducting layers. Different 
magnitudes of current are appl ied to the top and bottom layers in opposite d irections, and cause 
di JTerent displacements. 5, = 0. 1 , 0 . 2. 0 .3. 0 .4 of the latt ice spacing, a .  The latt ice spacing is 
chosen to be a = 1 03 .02 , which is equivalent to an average magnetic induct ion of 0. 1 T ( recall 
that : B = rP. / A ) . ot ice that even when the top and bottom pancakes are very much displaced 
with re peet to the interior pancakes, the tatters remain almost in their initial posit ion and 
manage to pro ide for a balancing force to the Lorentz force to the top and bottom layers. This 
show. ho\\ weak is the electromagnetic force between layers as opposed to the force due to the 
applied current . The port ion of  the interior layers is sketched in the inset of  Figure 2 .5 .  excluding 
top and bottom layers. to how c learly how t he structure differs by applying different currents to 
the outermost layers. Comparing the d isplacement of different currents to the outermost layers 
with d isplacement of the interior, one c learly sees t hat interior latt ices have relat ively smal l  
d i  p lacements. 
Figure 2 .6  represents the variat ions of t he surface current density versus t he distance by which 
the top and bottom pancakes are d isplaced by. Different nWllbers of layers are introduced N= 3 .  
5 .  I I . 1 5 . 2 1 .  3 L and 5 1  superconduct ing layers. The magnetic field perpendicular t o  the layers 
is taken to be 0. 1 T . This figure shows that there is a maxlllwn surface current density, which is 
cal led t he decoupling surface current density, Kd . As long as Kd is not reached, the interior 
pancakes( other than the top and bottom layers) are capable of generating forces on the bottom 
and top layers cancel ing the forces result ing from the applied currents and form a stable stack of 
pancake vortices. On the other hand, for currents greater t han Kd , the forces due to interior 
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Figure 2 . 5 :  Posit ion of stacks of pancake vort ices in 3 1  superconduct ing layers 
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Figure 2 .6 :  Variat ion of the surface current density as a funct ion of the outennost 
pancake vort ices displacements. 
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current. r herefore.  the top and bottom pancake vortex latt ice slip away from the corresponding 
tack of pancake v rtices in the interior layers. 
F igure 2 .7  sho s the decoupling surface current density Kd versus the number of layers. The 
magnetic field perpendicular to the layers is 0. 1 T . The first indication of t his figure is that as t he 
number of la ers increases, Kd also increases. However, we expect that the decoupling current 
densit. is going to saturate when the number of layers lS comparable to (�) , because the 
magnetic field produced by a pancake vortex has a length scale of A .  
Figure 2 . 8  introduces t he decoupling surface current density versus different lattice constants for 
5 ,  1 1 ,  and 3 1  superconducting layers. When t he lattice constant is small, i .e .  vortices are near 
each other, Kd is high. By increasing t he latt ice constant, vortices have less e ffect on each other 
and K" becomes smaller. S imilarly, Figure 2.9 shows Kd for d ifferent values of applied 
magnetic fields for 5 ,  1 1 , and 3 1  superconducting layers. At smaller fields, K J is smaller. 
because the interaction between vort ices is weak. For l-ugher applied fields, the interaction 
between ort ices becomes stronger and K d has a larger magnitude. Also at illgher fields 
saturat ion becomes quicker, as clearly demonstrated for 1 1  and 3 1  superconducting layers. 
2.4.2 Case two :  C u rren t  appl ied to more t h a n  one layer at the  top and bottom ( Figu res 
2 .10-2.12) 
Figure 2. 1 0  is the same as Figure 2.6 but this t ime the current is applied to more than one layer 
at the top and bottom. I n  t ills graph the stack is made out of 3 1  superconducting layers and the 
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F igure 2 .7 :  Dependence of the decoupl ing surface current density on the number 
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Figure 2 .9 :  Deco upl ing c u rren t  density correspond ing to d ifferent applied 
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f igure 2. 1 0 : 3 1  superconduct ing layers wi th  an applied current to  d i fferent 
number of o utermost layers. 
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applied to three top and bottom layer i shown. The latt ice constant is a = I O.302s and the 
applied current cau es a d isplacement of 5J = O. la . It is c lear from this figure that when the 
applied current int roduced just to two outermost layers, KJ is higher than the case when the 
urrent i appl ied to four o utermost layers. When the current injected to six outermost layers 
again a mal ler Kd re u lts.  Hence, applying current to more layers play a dominant ro le in 
decreasing Kd · From Figure 2 . 1 0  o ne can determine that a stack with current applied to six 
outennost la er can be broken easier than when the c urrent is applied to a lesser number of 
outermo t layers, because more pancake vort ices are under the influence of the Lorentz force. 
Then it is easier to decouple these pancake vort ices from the interior ones. 
Figure 2 . 1 1  i l lustrates the structure of 3 1  superconducting layers with various applied current 
densit ie to six of the outermost layers. For the same state as in Figure 2 . 1 0. Also as in Figure 2 .5  
the interior pancakes remain almost in t heir initial positions despite o f  the high applied current . 
The inset port ion in F igure 2 . 1 1  corresponds to a d isplacement 5/ = O. l a  is enlarged and shows 
ho v,: relat ively smal l  is the displacement o f  the interior pancakes as a result of weak 
electromagnetic coupling between layers. Figure 2 . 1 2  shows the structure of 3 1  superconduct ing 
layers where current is applied to t wo ,  four, and six o f  t he outermost layers. The latt ice constant 
is a = I 0 .302s .The appl ied current causes d isplacement 5J = O. l a . From the inserted enlarged 
port ion in F igure 2. 1 2, o ne can see that t here is a s l ight d isplacement in most of the interior 
pancakes, but with a smal l  magnitude compared to 5) . The nearer lattices to outer layers are 
affected more so t hat t he ir motion is more not iceable. For a larger number of layers introduced , 
to applied current, t he motion o f  interior latt ices is more pronounced. One can also investigate 
the effect of an applied current to t he outer layers by varying other factors, such as the latt ice 
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Figure 2 . 1 1  : Position of stacks of pancake vort ices in 3 ]  superconduct ing layers 
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2.4 .3 a e th ree :  u rren t  applied to top and bottom with ra ndom p inn ing  di  t ri b uted over 
t h e  i n te ri o r  layers ( Figu res 2 . 1 3-2. 1 8) 
J n fact ,  when the pmnmg force is applied, two different current densit ies must be taken into 
acc unt : decoupl ing surface current density and depinning current densit ies. When t he 
decoupling c urrent density is larger than the depinning current density t he interior pancake 
vort ices are able to mo e. Otherwise t hey remain in t heir init ial positio ns. The current is applied 
to top and bottom layers. In Figure 2 . 1 3  a smal l  pinning force is appl ied to the interior latt ices 
wit h B = 0 . 1 T .  Surface current density versus posit io n  of outermost layers is shown for N = 3 .  
5 .  7 , 1 L 1 5 , 2 L and 3 1  superconduct ing layers. S imi lar t o  Figure 2 . 6  there i s  a maxin1Um current 
density Kd . Comparing Figure 2 . 1 3  with Figure 2.6,  no change occurs in t he surface current 
density profile.  
I n  F igure 2 . 1 4  large p inning force is applied to t he interior layers and t he surface current density 
versus position of outem1ost layers is presented for N = 5, 1 1 , 2 1 ,  3 1  5 1 .  and 1 0 1 .  where the 
applied fie ld is 0 . 1 T . Again t he san1e values o f  surface current densit ies occur as in Figure 2 . 1 3  
with smal l  applied pinning and Figure 2 .6  where no p inning is appl ied. This leads us to think that 
the eftect o f  pinning is hidden by t he symmetry o f  t he appl ied current.  
Taking into account different applied magnet ic fie lds with smal l  random pinning Figure 2 . 1 5  
represents Kd for N = 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  and 1 1  superconducting layers. S i mi larly Figure 2 . 1 6  shows Kd 
as a funct ion o f  different applied magnetic fields but with large random pinning for N = 5 .  
1 1 ,2 1 , 3 1 ,  and 5 1  superconduct ing layers. As remarked for Figure 2.9,  t he saturation occurs very 
fast for high magnet ic fields. The last four figures show c learly that pinning has nothing to do 
with t he current density K d . 
Figure 2 . 1 7  i l lustrates how t he structure looks l ike for e leven superconduct ing layers, when no 
p inning force is applied, compared to t he structure when a smal l  pinning and then a larger 
pinning force is appl ied for B = 0. 1 T .  The effect of t he pinning is c lear on t he structure. 
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Posit ions of outermost pancake vort ices (s)  
Figure 2 . 1 3 : urface current densi ty  versus posit ions o f  outermost pancake 
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Figure 1 . 1 4 : Surface current density versus posit ions of outermost pancake 
vortices wit h large pinning force appl ied to different superconduct ing layers. 
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Figure 2 . 1 5 : Decoupliog surface current density versus applied magnetic field 
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Figure 2 . 1 6 : Decoupling surface current density versus appl ied magnet ic fie ld 
with large random pinning forces in different superconductmg layers. 
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Displacement of stacks of  pancake vort ices (s) 
Figure 2 . 1 7 : Posit ions of stacks of pancake vort ices in ) I superconduct ing layers 
with n , small, and large pinning, (top and bottom layer are exc luded ) . 
5 0  
0.04 
5 1  
'Jy h:n no pmnmg is applied, the structure is symmetric. However, after applying the pinning 
force, the structure is not symmetric any more. But when the applied pinning force is large, no 
d isplacement occurs for the interior pancakes ( I  � < 1 0 ) . I t  is c lear from Figure 2. 1 7  that in 
the case of a small pinning force, the decoupling surface current density exceeds the depinning 
current density; and therefore ort ices are able to move. On the other hand, when a larger 
pinning force is applied, the decoupl ing surface current density is smaller and the vortices remain 
in their init ial posit ions. The comparison o f  the three cases o f  no pinning, small and large 
random pinning is shown in Figure 2 . 1 8  for eleven superconducting layers. Notice that there is 
no d ifference between the three cases. These results contrary to what one may expect, indicate 
that p in ing force doesn't  enhance Kd . However, here we have a special case where equal 
current densit ies are applied to the outermost layers in opposite direct ions. The structure of  
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Figure 2 . 1 8 : Oecoupl ing surface c u rrent density versus magnetic field with no . 




2.5 S u m m a ry  
We have discus ed the effects o f  applying equal current densities to the top and bottom layers in 
opposite direct ion and we found that there is a maximum surface current below which the 
interior pancakes can produce a force to balance the forces result ing from the applied currents. 
Ho ever, abo e Kd the top and bottom pancakes slip away from their corresponding stack of 
pancakes. Also, the d isplacements of  top and bottom pancakes are large compared to the 
displacements of  the interior pancakes. When the current is applied to more outer layers, the 
current density Kd becomes even smaller. The last part dealt with samples containing random 
pinning in the interior layers. A striking result was observed: that no matter the value of the 
p inning force, Kd is not affected at all . This is due to the symmetry of the applied current . 
Chapter I I I :  Tran s ort de current applied to 
54 
one of the outermost layers of a finite stack of 
superconducting layers w ith and w ithout pinn in g  
55 
3. 1 I n t rod u c t i o n  
c ording to ysot ky et al. 1 04 "recent achievements in techno I gy of high temperature 
uperconduct r pa ed th a for reat ion o f  real fu l l  iz high temperature superconduct ing 
magnet " .  I-1 o v-. ever, a l imitation of rit ical current density at high temperature and high 
magnetic field st i l l  f great concern. To over orne thi problem, puuung is 
intr d uced49, 59, 1 03 ,  1 1 9 . 0 tat i and dynamic prop rt ie of vort ices in t he mixed state in high 
temperatu re up r nductors. with and free of p inning, are e peciaUy note worthy l 2o .  In t hi 
c hapter. a in the fIrst chapter, layered up rco nductor in the mixed state is taken into account, 
treat ing the e \ o rt i  es to b stacks o f  t wo-dim en ional pancake o rt ice and a sume a in chapter 
o ne. t he number of superconduct ing layers, N . to be finite. AI 0 it is assumed that these vort ices 
hm e pede t hexagonal latt ice and that this struct ure remain unchanged t hroughout t he 
experiment . Thermal fluct uat ions and e ffect o f  Josephson coupling are not taken into account . 
Tran port de current is applied only to one o f  the two o utermost layers. For the sake o f  
comparison. t hese superconduct ing layers are st udied with and without pinning, which i s  
unifo rm!) distributed i n  each layer but i t s  t rength varie randomly from ne layer to another. An 
inlportant goal is t he under tanding o f  random pinning effects on t he superconductor propert ies. 
Hence a detailed study of magnetic coupling between two-dimensional pancake vortices is taken 
into account.  The dynanucs of pancake vortices is simulated in a finite stack of Josephson­
decoupled layers in t he presence o f  a magnetic field H directed perpendicular to the layers I 1 4 . 
Velocit ies as a funct ion f t ime of t he o utermo t layers are calculated, positions difference as a 
[unct io n  o f t inle between top and t he la er be low is shown as weU.  Also flux-flow voltage due to 
t he mot ion o f  pancakes is computed by attaching voltage-measuring c ircuits to the top and 
bOllom layers. I n  add it ion, t he magnetic flux rate on t he top layer and t he flux rate difference 
bet ween outermost layers also are ca u lated. AU t hese q uant it ies give an insight to t he position 
and motion o f  t ile vortex latt ices in di fferent supercondu t ing layers. 
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3.2 De c r i p t i o n  of the m od e l :  
Con ider the case of finite tack of Josephson-<iecoup led superconducting thin films aligned 
al ng th :: -axi \ ith the bottom la er co inciding with the plane z = O .  If we apply a dc 
transport current K :op to the top layer along the x -axis and neglect the effects of vortex pinning, 
pan ake latt i e in different la er will move in the x direction 1 1 4  as shown in Figure 3 . 1 :  
n =  N - 1 
n =  N - 2 
n =  N - 3 
n = l 
n = O 
H Field 
i 
+ z  
1 
c;> -- <' -• - - _ "'!' . ' , , r<" -- < -, . , - -' . ' r--- ' _ _  J "  
cJ) --<' -I 
! - , , , 
Figure 3 . 1 :  Effect of d irect current appl ied to the top layer and a magnetic field 
perpendicular to the layers of the superconductor. 
I n  t his case, u ing Eq. (2 .42) we will have: 
. '" F ( . . ) qJ 0 K top � 7J Xt  = L...... ex x) - X, , } , l  + - y u ' ,N-1 ' 
) �t C 
( 3 . 1 ) 
where x I ( t )  is t he displacement of t he pancake lattice in layer i from the equilibrium position at 
t ime t .  At t = 0 ,  aU layers are in perfect registry, i .e . x, (O) = O .  Fcx is the x component of the 
magnetic coupling force between a pancake in layer j and another pancake in layer i .  As in 
chapter two, Fex can be written as fol lows: 
F ( . .  ) ¢: � R T C( . .  ) . ( ( " T XJ - X, , } , l  = --1 - � -J g, } , l  Si n  g . .  XJ - X, )) .  m\ A i!"0 g ( 3 . 2 )  
where R t i s  the x component of R . I n  t he presence of a random pinning i n  all superconducting 
layers, the lorce in Eq ( 3 . 2 )  wil l  be affected as mentioned previously in chapter two .  From the 
solution of N torce-balanc d equations, t he corresponding latt ice velocit ies can be calculated. 
3.3 Fl u x-flow voltage 
Flux-flo vo ltage occur as a result o f  t he dynamics o f  the vort ices. In order to calculate this 
vo ltage two oitage-measuring circuits are attached to t he outennost layers as shown in Figure 
3 .2 .  with a dc t ran port current density K:"p . 
_-----'---[_�_I()I---'-
__ n = 4 
n = 3  
n = 2  
n = 1 
n = O 
F igure 3 . 2 :  V oltage measuring circuits attached to t he 
outennost layers o f  t he superconductor. 
W d fin V Vhol as t he t ime averaged voltages per unit d istance between contacts. When a dc e e e lOp ' 
current K�op is applied to t he top layer, two d ifferent regimes are observed corresponding to t he 
value o f  K:oP • When K:vp i s  small, velocit ies of t o p  and bottom layers coincides after t he 
t ransient t ime and a steady state is reached; so V,OP = v;,OI and t hey have the fo l lowing form: 
- (flo Vwp = VbOl = - V TO ' cA 
( 3 . 3 )  
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where v r O  i the common velocit . .  However. when K:op is larger than a certain dec upling 
urface current density, vel citie of top and bottom layer differ, and are periodic with t ime. 0 
in thi regime: 
p = <Po [XfH (I + T ) - x,v 1 ( 1 ) ] I(lP cA T 
v = f_�Jxo (t + T )  - Xo (I ) ]  bUI cA T ' 
where T is the ommon period. 
3.4 M a g netic fl u x  flow 
( 3 .4 ) 
( 3 . 5 ) 
uppo e that two SQU I Ds are attached to the outem10st layers of a stack of  fmite 
sup rcondu t ing layer ( ee Figure 3 . 3 ) .  
SQUID 
�---------7.;L----+----� n = 4 
n = 3  
n = 2  
n = l 
n = O 
Figure 3 . 3 :  SQU I D  attached to the superconductor to measure flux flow due to the de current 
applied to the top layer. 
The number of pancake vortices per unit area n is given by 
( 3 .6) 
Using the relat io n 
(3 .7 )  
v e btain 
( 3 .8) 
2 
Then t he current o f  pancake vortices is given by: 
. B .  
} = - x . 
<Po 
( 3 .9) 
H ence the flux through the SQU I D  is proport ional to the current o f  vortices, and the magnetic 
flux <P has the fo llowing expression :  
<P = A rea of [he SQUiD x n x <Po ( 3 . 1 0) 
ubst itut ing in Eq.( 3 . 1 0) , we obtain the flux flow rate :  
<p = w x x x B ( 3 . 1 1 )  
where Area of the SQUiD = w x  x ,  \1'  is the width of the SQU I D, and x the velocity o f  the 
pancake vortex lat t ice. For smal l  K:op , there is no flux difference per unit t ime between the 
o utermost layers, but o nce K:oP reaches a certain decoupling surface current density, a flux 
difference between t he top and bottom layers is expected . 
3.5 N u m e rica l res u l ts a nd d is c ussion : 
As in c hapter two t he interlayer spacing is taken to be s ;::, 1 5  A ,  A = 5 .6 x l  04  S and the average 
magnet ic induction B = 1 x 1 0 - 1  T . The applied surface current density K.:�P is expressed in units 
of 
c<p
o . Velocit ies of top and bottom layers Xto{' and xh(l( respectively, are presented in units J[A 2 A� 
60 
o f  v rT 101' · hOI are expressed in units of ¢ '. JrC 'lA 2 /\2 and the flux flow rate is in _(
¢_o_B-,-)_' '7Jr/\ 2 
or he number f la ers is taken to be = 5 in al l  the figures i l lustrated in t ills chapter. 
3.5. 1 Velocitie of outermost layers and displacement  d i fference between tbe last two layers 
wi th  and w i t b o u t  p inn ing  centers ( Figu res 3.4-3. 1 0) 
el cit ie of top and bottom layers are shown as a funct ion of  t ime steps. Also the difference in 
po ition between the top layer and the layer below it (x/a" - x/OP_1 ) versus t ime is presented as 
well . Figure 3 .4 shows X'IOP 
that both  x/Of' and xho/ are periodic.  F igure 3 . 5  shows (x/Of' - xroP_1 ) ill the presence of 
K ,"f' = 9 x 1 0 -2 c�o , . I t  is c lear that the difference in posit ion becomes larger as a funct ion of n:4 - A-
t in1e. I n  some reglOns, the difference becomes smaller and in other regions it increases again. 
Till occur because the top pancake moves faster than the other pancakes. so the pancake below 
the top is so slow compared to it, but other pancakes slow down the top w1t il eventual ly it 
decouples. After decoupling, the top pancake is negl igibly affected by t he pancakes below it, and 
as a result it moves faster and the difference becomes larger. Then the top pancake approaches 
another set of pancakes and again it slows down because the interact ion between the top pancake 
. 
I F ' 3 6 K
/oP 2 1 0 -2 c¢. and the rest of t he pancakes below It becomes stronger. n Igure . y = X JZ:A2 /\2 as a 
surface current density, willch is sufficiently small .  F igure 3 .6(a) represents x/Of' and xho/ . I n  the 
transient t ime the top pancake decelerates, whereas the bottom pancake accelerates. After this 
transient t ime x and xh / coincide. In other words the top and bottom pancakes have a ., lOp 0 
common ve locity VrQ • Figure 3 .6(b) shows (xr"" - X/O,,_I ) ' 
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F igure 3 .4 :  Dc current appl ied to t he top layer with no pinning introduced, 
= 5 K (uP = 9 x I 0 2 C ¢. , , nA 2 A1 ' 
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Figure 3 . 5 :  Dc c urrent applied to t he top layer wit h no pinning introduced, 
N = 5 K IOP = 9 1 0  2 c<po , . > x JrA 2 1\.2 . 
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F igure 3 .6 :  Dc current applied to the top layer with no pinning in troduced, 












I n  l raJlsienl regime the di ft(�rence increase . Then it becomes constant after a whi le. which 
indicates that no decoupl ing occurs because of this amount of K:"I' . I n  Figure 3 . 7. 
KiaI' = 9 x  1 0  \ CrP IrA � Ln presence of  a random pmrung force lS appl ied to aU layers. F igure 
3 . 7  ( a )  sho \\ x '''1' and x/>(" . omparing this figure with Figure 3 .4 one can see that both x and ,n{l 
x />o, decrease due to the pinning. The shape of xho, becomes different from the case with no 
applied pinning, which indicates the effect of pinning. Figure 3 . 7( b) shows (x - x ) Also 10!, 101'-1 ' 
comparing Figure 3 . 7( b) to Figure 3 . 5 , the difference in the latter figure is smaller; so the 
decoupl ing i delayed. I n  Figure 3 . 8  K fOl' = 2 x l  0-2 crPo in the presence of a piruling force is \ ;rzA 2 1\.2 
appl ied . I n  Figure 3 . 8( a ), it is obvious that XIO{I and xho, become smal ler when compared with 
Figure 3 .6( a) .  where no pinning was int roduced. In other words, these pancakes slow dov.1  
great ly. For the bottom pancake, it needed some t ime to depin where x hOI = 0 at flfst, then it 
started to move, whereas the top pancake started to move but with smal ler initial ve locity. I n  
Figure 3 . 8( b) again the di fference (X'OI' - X'I)I'_I ) in the case o f  p inning is smaller than in the case 
of no appl ied pinning force ( see Figure 3 .6( b) ) .  I n  order to know the effect of different sets of  
pinnin g  on the  decoupling between t he pancake lattices the next two figures ( Figures 3 .9, 3 . 1 0) 
are presented . I n  Figure 3 . 9( a) another set of  pinning is introduced to the superconduct ing layers. 
with K't:'1' = 9 x l 0 -2 crPo . Comparing this figure with Figure 3 . 7( a),  where a different pinning ;rA 2 1\.2 
set is applied, and with Figure 3 .4 where no pinning is applied, it appears c learly t hat periodic 
cycles in pinned samples are less than the unpinned sample, which means that pinning slows 
down these pancakes. Also in the two figures with pinning ( Figures 3 . 7(a)  and 3 . 9(a)) there is a 
difference in profi le .  
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Figure 3 . 7 :  Dc current applied to the top layer with random pinn ing, 
= 5 K ItJP = 9 I 0 � c¢. > .  x JUt 2 1\2 . 
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Figure 3 . 8 :  Dc current appl ied to t he top layer with random pinning, 
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The pancake 1 11  Figur 3 . 9( a)  mo e e en slower. altho ugh pinning has the same range. I.e .  
rna Imum amount o f  pmrung IS the same, namely 5 x 1 0 -3 crp. F igure 3 . 9(b) shows 
J[4 2 A� . 
(X,o!' - X'H!' I ) for the same ptnntng set used 111 Figure 3 .9(a),  where K :"!' = 9 x 1 0 -2 crpo , 7lA 2 A2 ' 
Comparing this figure with Figure 3 . 7(b), where another set of p inning is applied, one can see 
t hat in Figure 3 . 9( b) the difference becomes smaller and the decoupling t akes a longer t ime, so 
that random pinning prevents early occurence of deco upling. Figure 3 . 1 0( a) presents x /O!' and 
X "o, in presence o f  a random pinning set other than the one in t he 
ca e o f  Figure 3 . 8  . .:c,o!, decreases until x IOP = 0 , whereas .:c hOl = 0 all the t ime, which means that 
the bottom pancake stays pi.m1ed. So in both cases of p inning of F igures 3 . 8( a) and 3 . 1 0(a), the 
velocitie x lOP and x hOI are less t han that in case of no p inning. as first mentioned in Figure 
3 .6( a) .  I n  F igure 3 . 1 0C b) as in F igure 3 . 8( b) ,  where another p inning set is applied to the 
superconducting layers, t he difference (xlOp - XIO!'_I ) is less than in t he case of no pimUng. 
3.5.2 Top a n d  bottom t ime-averaged voltages with a n d  wi thout  p i n n ing cen ters ( Figu res 
3. 1 1 , 3. 1 2 ) 
F igure 3 . 1 1 represents top and bottom t ime-averaged vo ltages VIOl' and �Ol versus applied surface 
current densities, for t wo samples: one without p inning and the other sample is pi.m1ed. I n  t his 
graph, there are two different regi.n1es. I n  t he first regi.n1e where K.:vp is small, v,op and Vbo, 
co incide, and t hey increase linearly with K.:�p . The second regi.n1e is characterized by an 
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F igure 3 . 1 0 : Dc c u rrent appl ied to t he top layer with random pinning, 
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Figur e  3 . 1 1 : V;"" and Vim, in presence o r











1 he second regime starts when dccoupling surface current density is reached or exceeded. When 
no pinning i applied,  Jr(()l' and Vhf/( in the ftrst regime are greater than in the case of appl ied 
piru1ing. I n  the second r gime the unpinned sample has larger V{()
P 
than the pinned one,  but for 
�n( ther is a smal l  d i fference, and t he p inned sample tends faster to zero . Figure 3 . 1 2  is the 
same as Figure 3 . 1 1 except that it has more than one case o f  different random pinning sets lying 
in different ranges to show different possible profi les. For large p inned samples the decoupling is 
ery much delayed d ue to t he great influence o f  randomly distributed pinning. 
3.5.3 M agnetic fl u x  flow rate  i n  t he top layer a n d  magnetic flux flow rate differencp 
between o u tennost layers w i t h  a n d  without  p i n n i n g  ( Figu res 3. 1 3-3. 1 6 ) 
I n  t he nex1 figures t he magnetic flux flow rate d ifference between top and bottom layers 
(¢rol' - ¢hol ) is presented versus t ime, as wel l  as the magnetic flux flow rate ¢Wl' in top layer. 
F igure 3 . 1 3  shows (¢,np - ¢h()/ ) and in t he inner graph ¢tnl' for K :op = 4 x 1 0 -� ���2 in the case 
o f  no pmrun' . g (,i. ,i. )  decays in t he t ransient regime where there is no difference between . 'f'lnp - 'f'1>01 
the flux flow rate in t he outermost layers. This means t hat the flux at the top and bottom layers 
are equal. The inset graph shows ¢IOP which start to decrease in the deceleration period, t hen 
becomes constant . I n  Figure 3 . 1 4, double the surface current density as in the case o f  Figure 
3 \ ., K 'uP = 8 1 0 -2 c¢. is applied without introducing pinning. As in Figure 3 . 1 3 , . j ,  .I X JrA 2 A? ' 
(¢,tJP -
¢hOI ) and in t he i nner graph ¢tnl' are shown. 
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(¢tol' - ¢I>ot ) as wel l  as ¢/OI' have a periodic shape, since K :ol' is above the decoupling surface 
current den ity as in est igated from previous figure , whereas K:�I' shown in Figure 3 . 1 3  is 
con idered to be below the decoupling current density. The periodic flux flow rate is due to the 
periodic elocity and it occurs only in the case of an applied current greater than the decoupliog 
current . Figure 3 . 1 5  treats the same case as in Figure 3 . 1 3 , but with two different random pinning 
sets. The difference in flux flow rate between the top and bottom layers is zero as in Figure 3 . 1 3  
after a certain t ransient t ime. Comparing Figures 3 . 1 3  and 3 . 1 5 , it is c lear that the magnetic flux 
flow rate in t he t wo cases are less than the case of no pinning. Although the two random pinning 
ets differ in magnitude, they are consistent in being less than in the case of no pinning force.  
Figure 3 . 1 6  shows the same case as in Figure 3 . 1 4  but with applying two random pinning sets 
within t he same range. The shape is periodic here also. However, the number of cycles 
decreases. Hence, as stated earl ier, decoupl iog will be late than in case of no pinning ( see Figure 
3 . 1 4) where vort ices move more easily. These figures indicate that random pinning applied to 
superconducting layers delays the decoupliog between the pancake lattices. 
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3.6 u m m a ry  
[ n  this chapter pancake vort ices in a ftn ite stack o f  superconducting layers are subjected to a 
range o f  dc surface current densities flowing on the top layer with average magnetic induction 
B = 0 . 1 T and in the presence of random pinning. Velocit ies of outermost layers x/op and Xho/ 
were computed. The difference in posit ions between the upper two layers (x/op - x/Op_l ) is 
calculated . From t hese calculat ions we found that decoupling between pancake lattices occurred 
only for K :op higher than a certain decoupl ing current. This same idea is verified by measuring 
t ime-averaged vo ltages V;OI' and VhOl versus applied transport current density. There are two 
regimes:  in the ftrst regin1e. where the current is below the decoupling value, Vtnp = Vho/ and they 
increase l inearly with the current.  Then when the decoupling surface current is reached, V'Ol' 
inc rea es whereas Vho/ decreases. Then (PlOP and ((PlOP - (Phnt ) were computed. I n  all cases, it was 
obviou that random pinning inhibited or at least slowed the vortex mot ion, and consequent ly 
decoupl ing was delay ed. 
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Chapter I V :  Ac losses for a finite stack of 
superconducting layers w ith and w ithout pi nning 
80 
4 . 1 I n t rod u c t i o n  
H igh temperat ure superconductors have great techno logical weight, mainly in the mixed state 
\\ here u perconduct i ity coexi t with magnetic vort ices penetrat ion. The ortex mot ion due to 
transport current leads to r sistance and hence power los in the superconductor. P inning is  
c nsidered t be fTe t i  e in inhibit ing t he mot ion o f  the e vort ices. I n  the preceding two 
c hapter , t he applied direct current was constant in magnitude and d irect ion. However, in some 
ca es, uperconductor arry alternating current.  In applicat ions t hat run with ac current such as 
uperconduct ing motors, transfo rn1ers and generators, 1 6 the problem of ac losses becomes 
igru ficant . Due to this importan , ac losses have received a lot of attention as shown from 
. 
I d h 
. 
I k 1 2 1 - 1 27 K hn 1 1 1 5 d . d h . e:\.penmenta an t eoret Ica wor · . erc er et a .  eterrmne t at ac losses mcrease 
'harp!) as t he maximum current in each cyc le is raised above crit ical current while below t he 
c rit ical current the loss is relat ively low. Also ac magnetic fields play an essential ro le in the ac 
losse . 1 28 1 29. Celebi et a1 .  \ 30 bel ie e t hat ac losses result [rom both hysteretic bulk pinning and 
\ ortex motion. e\ ertheles , i t  is known t hat pinning is introduced into t he superconductor to 
raise its crit ical current. and hence ac losses can be reduced . 
The main goal o f  the study here is to simulate t he dynamics o f  pancake vort ices in a finite stack 
of Josephson-decoupled layers in case of applying ac transport c urrent to the top layer assuming 
a perpendicular magnetic induct ion. Taking into considerat ion t wo cases: ( 1 )  free of pinning and 
( 2 )  random pirming forces t hat are d istributed uniformly in each layer. Tak ing into account 
d ifferent current amplitudes and frequencies, velocit ies o f  top and bottom layers are calculated as 
function of t ime. Posit ions difference as a funct ion of t ime b tv een t he top layer and the layer 
below it i calculated as wel l .  I n  addit ion, magnetic flux flow rate difference between t he 
o uterrn st layers as a function f t ime is computed. Finally. the a erage power dissipation versuS 
ireq uency is invest igated. 
8 1  
4 .2  D e  c ri pt i o n  of t h e  model 
s in the pre iou chapters consider a fInite stack of  N Josphson-decoupled superconducting 
layer . Iso it is as umed that the pancake vort ices ha e perfect hexagonal shape that won' t  
change l hr  ugh t h  e periment. However, t hermal fluctuat ions and Josephson coupling effects 
are n g lected. At equilibrium with  appued perpendicular magnet ic field al l  pancake vortices are 
aligned along th  :; -a. is with the bottom pancake coinciding with the plane z = 0 ,  as shown in  
F igur 3 . 1 . Ac transport current k :vp is applied to the top layer. k :Of' has the following form 
k " f' = I cos eD \ 0 • 
With the current amplitude  10 , and 
I"h 2;r w = - x f 
T. ' 
1 
v, here Tk is the period o f  the current k :np , such that the frequency v = T ' J. 
(4 . 1  ) 
( 4 .2 )  
eglecting pinning effect. the pancake vortices in  different layers wil l  mo\ e according to  the 
fo l lo\\ ing equation 
I f  the pinning 
. '\' F- ( . . ) CPo k lOf' 5: l] X, = � ct x) - X, , )  1 +- } u ' . \ _ \ 
= 
C . ( 4 . 3
) 
introduced. the force equat ion ( 3 .2 )  \\' i 1 1  be affected in the same manner 
d iscussed in the la t c hapter. From t he solution of N force-balanced equations. t he 
corresponding lat t ice velocit ies can be computed, A lso by attaching SQU I Ds to the outem1ost 
layers. the difference of flux flow between top and bottom layers is calculated. 
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4.3 Ac 10 es 
[n any applicatio� where the superconduct ing material must carry an ac transport current or 
llbjected to an ac external magnetic field the ac losses is considered to be an important 
parameter. Achievement of low ac losses offers enormous promise and is of crucial importance 
for pract ical products  such as power transmission cables generators, motors and many other ac 
applicat ions. Low power d issipation is considered to be an e sential prerequisite in the thought of  
replacing normal copper wire with sLlperconduct ing wires. The power dissipat ion P can be 
\vritten a 
(4 .4 )  
where F" is t he force on  the pancake vortex due to aU other vort ices and the Lorentz force due 
to appl ied current . v i the velocity of the pancake vortex. Using Eq.  (2 .42) ,  Vve arrive at 
(4 .5)  
Therefore the power loss for aU supercoduct ing layers at  any t ime is 
\ - I  
per )  = '7 I v/ ( I ) , (4.6) 
, =0 
\'" here the sum i over al l  t he layer . The average power dissipat ion is g iven by 
1 7, P = - J P(t )dt , 
T" 0 
(4 .7 )  
which can  be written in a finite-difference form as : 
_ 1 k P = -Ip(t, )6t , 
Tk 1=1 
(4 .8)  
where k i s  the number o f t in1e teps in one period of the altemat ing current . Then 




4 .4 N u m e ri c a l  r e  u l t  a nd d i  c uss i o n :  
s in th pre ious chapter the interlayer spacing s ::::: 1 5  A ,  1\ = 5 .6 x l  0 4 and the magneti 
induction i B = 0. 1 T . The ac transport surface current density k :op appl ied to t he top layer is 
ex pre ed in units o f  c�. , . Velocit ies o f  top and bottom layers x and Xbol ' are presented in � -� � 
¢. 2 
unit o f  --2 - . The flux flow rate diffe rence is expressed In lfry/\. A , and the average ac 
power loss 
B 2¢.1 
presented m units o f  . The number o f  layers I S  taken t o  be N = 5 J[ 2ry/\.4 
throughout al l  numerical exp riments in this chapter. 
4.4. 1 Velocit ies of the  top and bottom layers a n d  the  posit ion d ifference 
Velocit ies of t he top and bottom layers xlOP and XhOi and the displacement difference between 
the top layer and t he layer below it (xl()P - X'OP-l ) versus t ime are shovm. 
4.4. 1 . a Cu rrent  a m p li tude I. = 9 x J 0 -1 c¢. , w ith no p inn ing  app lied ( Figu res 4. 1 -4.3 ) � 21\2 
I n  Figure 4. 1 t he frequency is u = 5 x 1 0 -5 . Then the period of the appl ied current density k :op is 
Tk = 20000 . F igure 4 . 1 (a)  shows x,op and XhOI versus t ime. At t = 0 ,  k 'OP = I and velocitv of \ 0 .l 
t he top layer x has posit ive values until cos J[ is reached at t = 5000 , then it takes negative � . 2 
values when n < cos cD < 3n which is the interval between { = 5000 and { = 1 5000 . 
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8 5  
t I = 5000 and I = 1 5000 , e'l' = 0 and \ X/(II' is only due to the forces from other pancakes. I n  
the inter a l  from ( = 1 5 000 and I = 20000 , x /OI' has posit ive magnitude. At t = 20000 , k:{J1' = 1 
and after that t he c de wil l  start al l  over again. x 101' has larger values than x bOI since the current 
i applied to the top layer only and t he motion o f  the bottom pancake is only due to forces of t he 
other pancake . The peaks in X 101' leads us to t hink o f  decoupling occurrence where at these t ime 
tep . k :/l1' has large alues t hat leads to decoupl ing. F igure 4 . 1 ( b) shows the position difference 
(XIOI' - Xlol'-1 ) hen an ac t ransport current is appl ied. This difference is periodic comparing to the 
increa ing or constant form of the posit ion difference in case of an appl ied dc t ransport current to 
t he lOp layer, as seen in the chapter t hree. I n  F igure 4 . 2 ,  v = 1 x 1 0-� , t hat means the period of 
k :"1' i Tk = 1 0000 . Figure 4 . 2( a) shows XIOI' and xbol versus t ime.  As a result of the frequency 
difference from t hat in F igure 4 . 1 (a ) ,  t he periodic shape is different, and t he decoupling occurs 
more frequent ly. Figure 4 . 2 ( b) shows (x/OI' - XI"I'_I ) ' Again the periodic shape also occurs here. I n  
Figure 4 . 3 ,  v = 5 x 1 0 -3 which i s  much higher than the previous frequencies. I n  Figure 4 . 3 ( a), 
X and x are shown. The decoupling occurs very early and x "()I has very smal l  magnitude 101' hOI " 
compared to XIOI" F igure 4 . 3 ( b) shows (X/(IP - xIOP-1 ) ' The shape is periodic and the difference is 
smooth which may be a result of the big d ifference in position, in  other words, t he layer below 
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Figure 4 . 3 :  Ac current is appl ied to t he top layer, N = 5 ,  I = 9 x l  0 2 c1. o ;rA 2 1\'2 ' 








404. 1 . b  c¢ u rren t  a m plitude f. = I x 1 0  1 JrA 2 /\2 with  no p inn ing centers ( Figu re 404-4.6) 
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In Figure 4.4 u = 5 x 1 0  'i .  Figure 4 . 4 ( a) displays xlOP and Xhll/ . x/oP and xh(l/ have the same 
periodic hape and resembling values, which is consistent with the fact that this current 
amplitude doesn' t  cause decoupling. Figure 4.4(b) i l lustrates (x/oP - x/OP-1 ) . The shape is periodic 
and t he difference is very litt le compared to Figure 4 . 1 ( b) where the frequency is the same but 
higher current amplitude wa applied to t he superconductor. I n  Figure 4 . 5  u = 1 x l  0-4 which is 
double the frequency in Figure 4 .4 .  F igure 4 . 5 ( a )  shows x/oP and xho/ that have the same 
periodic hape with adjacent magnitudes but the number of cyc les increased compared with 
Figure -L4(a) .  I n  t he inner diagram (xlOr - xlOr-l ) is shown for the same situation. I n  Figure 4 . 6  
u = 5 x 1 0  1 which is very high frequency comparing with that in Figures 4 . 4  and 4 . 5 .  F igure 
4 . 6( a )  introduce x/()P and Xbll/ .  The profi le of the x/O!' and xhm is similar to that in Figure 4 . 3 ( a) 
where f. = 9 x I 0 -2 c�" ,  and u = 5 x l O -> ,  but o nly with smaller magnitudes. This means t hat 
JrA - A-
at high frequencie t he shape depends most ly on the frequency, and not on t he current an1plitude. 
Figure 4 . 6( b) represents (x/tiP - X/()P_I ) ' Here also t he figure is the same as in Figure 4 . 3(b) except 
t hat it has smaller magnitudes because of t he smaller c urrent amplitUde. 
404. l .c C u rren t  a m p li tude I. = 9 x 1 0 -2 C¢o , w i t h  random p i n n i n g  centers ( Figu res 4 .7-JZA 2 /\2 
.t. 1 2) 
I n  al l  the preceding figures no pinning was introduced to the superconducting layers. I n  the next 
figures, t he effect o f  introducing random unifomlly distributed pinning to t he superconduct ing 
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Figure 4 . 4 :  Ac current is appl ied to the top layer, N = 5 ,  1. = I x 1 0  1 J[.:��2 ' 
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layers i i l lust rated . I n  Figure 4 . 7  v = 5 * 1 0 -5 • Figure 4 . 7( a )  shows XIOf' and xbm • Comparing this 
figure with Figure 4 . 1 (a ) ,  it is c lear that x/Of' in Figure 4 . 7 ( a )  has a smaller magnitude and X/>al 1S 
almo t zero. I n  additio n, the peaks occur in smal ler values at a later t ime in x/nf' curve. Figure 
4 . 7( b) repre ent (x/n!, - xIO!'-J Comparing Figure 4.7( b) with Figure 4 . 1 ( b) with the same 
conditions except t hat no pinning was introduced in the case o f  Figure 4 . 1 ( b )  the shape of the 
curve di ffer l ight ly. F igure 4.8 d isplays XIOf' and x h OI  with a different set of random pinning 
within the sanle range. In this figure xbol = 0 at al l  t imes, whereas XIOf' has only minor peaks. 
Comparing thi with F igure 4 . 7  where another set of pinning was applied and with Figure 4. 1 ( a )  
where n o  pinning was appl ied, one can see c learly that i n  Figure 4 . 8 ,  vortex motion i s  inhibited 
t rong] by this strong random pinning set . I n  the inner graph, the difference in posit ion 
(Xlf)!' - XIOf'-I ) is shown. A lso the difference is very small  compared to F igure 4 . 7 ( b) where 
another set o f  random p inning was applied and with Figure 4 . 1 ( b) where no pinning was applied. 
I n F igure 4 . 9, we set v = lx l0-4 • Figure 4.9(a)  represents x/Of' and xhol ' X"()I values are c lo e to 
zero and at certain t inle intervals it becomes zero, which means that the applied current k :Of' and 
forces due to o t her pancakes are not able to depin the vortex. Figure 4 .9( b) shows (xIO!' - XIOf'-J . 
The cur e has d ifferent forms: first upward then constant for a while fol lowed by a downward. 
Moreover, for t he rest o f  t he c urve in t he case o f  pinning the difference is negat ive. Figure 4. l 0 
d isplays x and x for v = 1 x 1 0 -4 the same as in Figure 4 . 9  but with altered random IO!, bOI ' 
pinning set . The shape here d iffers a lot from that in Figures 4 . 9( a) and 4 . 2 ( a )  where no pinning 
is introduced. I n  the inset graph of F igure 4 . 1 0 (XIOf' - XIOf'-I ) is shown. I t s  profile also differs 
from t hat in t he case o f  Figure 4 . 9( b) and Figure 4 . 2 ( b) where no pinning is app lied. The posit ion 
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In  Figure 4. 1 1  v = 5 x l 0 -3 . In  F igure 4. 1 1 ( a) x/of! and .i:oo/ versus t ime are hown. Comparing 
Figure 4 . 3 ( a) here no pinning is present with this figure, we find that here X L = 0 and x has ,,0/ /0f! 
smaller values and is zero in certain intervals which means that in these intervals the pinning 
force effect is greater t han both t he applied current and forces due to other pancakes. Figure 
4 . 1 1 ( b) d isplays (x/Of! - X/Of!-I ) versus t ime. Comparing this figure to Figure 4 . 3 ( b) where no 
pinning is applied, t here is a small difference in shape and magnitude. I n  Figure 4 . 1 2 , another 
et of random p inning force is applied to t he superconducting layers with the other parameters 
taken to be t he an1e as in Figure 4 . 1 1 . Comparing Figures 4. 1 1 ( a) and 4 . 1 2( a) ,  we can say t hat 
t he p inning is stronger in Figure 4 . 1 2(a)  and its effect is clearer on x/of! which has smaller 
magnit udes and is zero for longer inter also However, the bottom pancake doesn't move at all . 
Figure 4. 1 2(b) shows (x/Of! - xtop-I ) . Comparing this figure with Figure 4 . 1 1 ( b) where another 
pinning set is introduced and F igure 4 . 3  where no pinning is applied, i t 's  obvious that the 
difference (x/Of! - XIOf!-I ) in F igure 4 . 1 2( b) is smaller due to stronger pinning . 
.tA. 1 . d C u rren t  a m p li tude  1. = 1 X 1 0-2 c¢. , , w i t h  random pin n i n g  centers ( Figu res 4. 1 3-
;rA 2  A-
4. 1 8) 
I n  F igure 4 . 1 3  v = 5 x 1 0-5 . F igure 4. 1 3  ( a) shows x/of! and xho/ versus t ime. With this current 
amplitude and pinning set applied, a minor amount of mot io n  occurs at t he top layer. However, 
t he bottom pancake doesn't move at all .  F igure 4. 1 3  ( b) presents (x/oP - x/OP_1 ) versus time. It is 
not iceable also t hat (x/oP - xroP_I ) is smaller t han in the case of no pinning ( see F igure 4.4( b») .  I n  
Figure 4 . 1 4, anot her set o f  pinning is introduced t o  the superconduct ing layers with the same 
frequency as in Figure 4 . 1 3 . 
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gain no mot ion occurs in the bottom layer and just a slight motion occurs at the top layer, 
compared with Figure 4 . 1 3 ( a )  where another set of random pinning is introduced and Figure 
4 . 4( a )  where no p i nning is applied. I n  the inset of Figure 4 1 4  (x - x  ) is illustrated and it is . In" lop-I 
o f  smaller value from both t he other pinning set in Figure 4. 1 3 ( b) and in t he case of no pinning 
in F igure 4 .4(b) .  F igure 4 . 1 5  displays XIO" and xhm for u = 1 X 1 0-4 . Again the bottom pancake 
stay in its position without any motion whereas the top pancake moves and becomes constant in 
long period s  compared with the case of no pinning in F igure 4 . 5  (x - X I ) is shown in the . 10" 10P-
inner graph. The difference (x/a" - XIO,,_I ) is smaller than in case of no pinning as shown in t he 
mner graph in F igure 4 . 5 .  F igure 4 . 1 6  show XIO" and xnnl for u = 1 x 1 0-� with a different 
puming set . Comparing this figure with the last figure we see that in this figure, the magnitude of 
X 10" is  sma ller t han t hat in  the last figure, but the intervals of X Inp = 0 are smaller, which is  due 
to di f erent random pinning effects. Also t he position difference (x,or - xror-I ) is presented and it 
is IMger t han in t he case of no p inning. as shown in Figure 4 . 5 .  I n  Figure 4 . 1 7  u = 5 x 1 0 -3 • 
Figure 4 . 1 7(a)  shows x,OP and XnOI . The bottom pancake is not able to depin. hence xha/ = O .  
The top pancake moves but with smal ler magnitude in contrast with t he case of no pinning in 
F igure 4 . 6(a) .  F igure 4. 1 7(b) shows (XIOf' - x"'P-J Comparing t he position difference with that in 
F igure 4 . 6(b) one can see t hat in the case o f  pinning the posit ion difference is smal ler which 
maybe due t o  slow mot io n  o f  top pancake and inhibited motion o f  the layer below as a result of 
pinning. I n  F igure 4. 1 8, u = 5 x 1 0 -3 , but with another appl ied random pinning set to the 
superconduct ing layers. Figure 4. 1 8(a) i l lustrates X'Of' and xbol ' Again the bottom pancake 
doesn't move. However, the top pancake moves with a smal ler velocity t han in the case of no 
p inning. as shown in Figure 4 .6( a). 
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I n  igure 4 . 1 8 (b) .  the di JTerence (x1or - X10I'_I ) is more than in the ca e of other p inning set hown 
in Figure 4 . l 7 (b) and is comparable to the one in the case of no pinning as shown in Figure 
4 .6(b ) . From the last figures, we can say that for small applied current amplitudes the velocity 
becomes very mal l  when pinning is introduced except for high frequencies. 
4.4.2 F l u x  flow ra te  d i fference between outermost layers 
The flux t1 w rate d ifference between outermost layers (¢IOP - ¢hol ) is presented as a function of 
t ime in presence of  zero and random pinning. 
4.4 .2 .a  C u rrent  a m pl i tude 10 = 9 x  1 O -� crpo ( Figu re 4. 1 9 ) JrA 2 1\2 
Figure 4 . 1 9  shows 
(
¢IOI' - ¢bOl ) for different frequencies in t hree cases without pinning and with 
t\I.,'O d ifferent sets of pinning, such that set two lies within a larger range that set l .  In Figure 
4 . 1 9(a).  u = 5 x I O -5 . The flux difference in the case of no pinning has larger magnitudes than in 
case of both pinning sets. For the first pinning set (¢IOI' - ¢bOI ) is most ly zero except in some 
intervals. where it has just small  values. I n  Figure 4 . 1 9(b) higher frequency is taken into account 
u = 1 X 1 0-4 . For the first pinning set ,  the flux difference (¢IOP - ¢bol ) is very smalL and even 
vanishes most of the t ime. This means that either no mot ion occurs for t hese vort ices or that they 
are moving with ident ical velocit ies. I n  Figure 4 . 1 9(c)  u = 1 x 1 0-
4 • Here again. the flux 
difference in case of pinned samples is less t han in the case of unpinned samples. Due to this first 
pinning set t he flux difference is even smaller than in both cases of the other pinning set, but 
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I n  Figure 4 . 1 9( d ), where v = 5 x l O-3 , although (¢IOP - ¢hot )  is smaller in the case o f  pinning, the 
d ifference in all the situat ions is not so large. It is c lear that in the case of piruling the flux 
difference is smaller, although as a result of the high frequency pinning effect is weakened. 
4.4. 2 . b  C u rrent  a m plitude 1 = I x 1 0-2 ctPo ( Figu re 4.20 ) o 
nA 2  Al 
Figure 4 . 2 0  shows flux flow rate difference (¢IOP - ¢bOI ) for different frequenc ies. In Figure 
4 .20(a )  frequenc v = 5 X 1 0 -5 , which is considered to be a small frequency. The flux difference 
(¢tor - ¢I>OI ) in al l  the situations of zero and random applied piruling is just about zero . From the 
enlarged port ion we can see t hat the flux difference in the case of zero introduced pinning is 
periodic whereas in the case of applied two different piruling sets within the same range, 
(¢IOP - ¢hO( ) vanishes in certain intervals. I n  Figure 4.20(b), we set v = 1 x 1 O-� . Despite the fact 
that the (¢IOP - ¢hOl ) is higher t han in case o f  the smaller frequency, in the last figure the flux 
difference is st il l  small and in case of piruling it becomes zero . In Figure 4 . 20( c) ,  we set 
v = 5 x 1 0 -� . The fltLX difference grows higher than in the case of v = 5 x 1 0 -5 (see Figure 
4 . 20(a))  and v = 1 x 1 O -� (see Figure 4.20(b)) due to higher frequencies. I n  the case of pinning, in 
certain portions, the flux difference vanishes due to the pinning force applied to the 
superconducting layers. I t  is c lear that at higher frequencies the flux difference becomes higher 
t han in t he case of low frequencies. I n  F igure 4. 20(d), we set v = 5 x 1 0-3 . The flux difference 
becomes much larger and the piruling effect is reduced due to this high frequency. The effect of 
pinning is reduced as the frequency gets higher. 
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F igure 4 .20 :  Flux d i tTerence between outermost layers when ac current is applied 
to the top layer with and without p inning, = 5 , 1. = l x l O 
c¢. 
4. 4.3 A, erage power d i  ipation ( F igure 4.2 1 , 22)  
1 1 1  
Average p wer dissipat ion P is i l lust rated as a function of frequency for different p inned and 
unpinned samples. F igure 4 .2 1 hows P with I = 1 x l  0 -2 c¢. . For the pinning-free sample, • JrA 2 }\2 
at low freq uencie power dissipat ion remams constant . When the frequency increases, P 
increase rapidl . I n  the case of pinning, t hough P increases in case of higher frequencies, t his 
growth t ends to be slo wer compared with the case of t he unpinned sample. Figure 4.22 i l lustrates 
P with 1. = 9 1 0  2 c�. , . I n  t he unpinned sample, t he shape o f  P is different than what was 
7rA - i\-
hO\\'n in F igure 4. 2 1 .  At low freq ue nc ies t he power d issipation is high then it drops down and 
alter that a the frequency gets higher P has increasing values. For t he moderate pinned san1pJe, 
also at lov\' frequencies such as u = 5 x 1 0 -5 and u = 1 x l  0 -4 the power dissipation is high. Then it 
dec line and after a while it \"'ill increase again as the frequency becomes higher. At all  points P 
in case o f  p inning is less than in case o f  no pinning. Also with this current amplitude. power 
dissipat ion is much higher than in case of I. = 1 x l  0-2 ���2 as shown in F igure 4. 2 1 .  At low 
frequenc ies. P in the large pinned sample vanishes. Then as frequency increases, power 
dissipat ion grows larger as in case of I. = 1 X t o-2 ���2 in F igures 4.2 1 .  As can be seen 
pinning reduces t he average power dissipat ion. The optimized pinning set could be chosen to 
reduce further t he power dissipat ion. Notice also that a dip in power dissipation occurs when the 
frequency of the ac c urrent is of the o rder of the frequency of the mot io n  of the top pancake layer 
passing over t he layers be low. When t he two frequencies are of the same order the motion of t he 
vortices is more coherent with t he Lorentz force due to the applied ac current and hence, less 
energy d issipat ion. 
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4.5  u m m a ry  
Ac current was applied to the top layer in a finite stack o f  superconducting thin films, with a 
magn l ic induction B = 0. 1 T . Two situations were considered : no p inning and random 
unifo rmly d istributed pinning applied to the superconductor. Velocit ies of top x/oP and bottom 
X />01 pancakes were computed. The difference in pancake positions (x,OP - x,OP-1 ) were calculated. 
F lux flow rate difference between outermost layers was shown. In addition average power 
d issipat ion as a function of frequency was figured. All these calculations were done under high 
and low current amplitudes with different high and low frequencies. For the sake of comparison, 
different sets of p inning were introduced to the superconducting layers. The power dissipation is 
reduced as we increase p inning, even at high frequencies. Hence, random uniformly distributed 
pinning improved superconduct ing electrical properties by reducing losses due to vortex motion. 
1 1 5 
Conclus ion 
H igh temperature superconduct ing materials are considered to  be promising material because 
of their wide range f applicat ions. For e ample, they play a li fe-conser ing role through 
medi al imaging ystem . E en internet and telecommunicat ion growth are expected to 
depend on the e tack d uperconduct ing electronic materials. There are various further 
application uch a particle accelerators and magnetically levitated trains. However, these 
mat rials u ffi r ertain problems like low temperature needs. Also in their mixed state, which 
i u e ful  pract i  all , magnetic ort ices appear and their motion due to transport current or 
magnet ic applied field causes power loss. In order to inhibit thi motion pinning is introduced. 
I n  thi tudy a [mite stack of uperconduting thin flims, a in real sample , with a pinning 
distribut ion are invest igated. 
In the econd chapter two equal dc current densities were applied to the outermost layers in 
oppo ite direct ion. The interior pancake ort ices rearrange themselves until they reach force­
balanced configuration. This was done for different applied perpendicular magn t ic fields. 
The current for which th outermo t pancake vortices separate from the interior pancake 
vort ices, is called the decoupling current . I n  addition., current :\'as applied to more than two 
outermost layers. I n  the latter situat ion decupling current density reduced sharply. I n  ca e of 
the applied pinning, the decoupling current density didn't improved as was expected. We 
showed that the coupling in highly anisotropic materials is weak. Moreover, we showed that 
although p inning aftects the motion of vortices, it doesn't  affect the coupling between vortices 
and we have to different iate between the decoupling and depinning force. 
In the third c hapter dc current was applied to the top layer in presence of a perpendicular 
magnet ic fie ld. The uperconductor was studied under no pinning and random uniform 
1 1 6 
di tributed pinning. Velocities of outermost layers Xrop and Xhor as well as positions 
difference between top layer and the layer below (x ) I l t d  Th rop - xrop-1 were ca cu a e .  ese 
calculat ions howed t hat for certain applied current decoupling doe n't occur. I n  this situation 
the positions difference remains constant . While in case of decoupling, positions difference 
increa es as a function of t ime. I n  addition, t ime-averaged voltages of top and bottom layers 
( Vrop and V"or ) were shown. Two different regimes appear: in the first regime both V:op and 
V />or are equal. The second regime that starts as soon as certain decoupling current density is 
reached .  I n  this regime, V:op increased while Vbor tends to zero. Magnetic flux flow rate at the 
top la er and flux rate difference between outennost layers were calculated, and showed that 
d coupling d idn' t  occur for low applied currents. I n  all considered situations the pinned 
amples had inhibited or slowed vortices motion which indeed enhance superconducting 
propert ies. We suggest experimental ways to determine the strength of coupling between the 
ort ices in different layers, to predict if t he sample contains pinning, and to be able to 
calculate the average pinning force through measuring the difference in voltage and flux flow 
rate between top and bottom layers. 
I n  the forth chapter ac current was applied to the top superconducting layer with d ifferent 
current amplitudes and frequencies. Also perpendicular magnetic field was introduced to the 
superconductor. Once more, two cases were taken into account : zero pinning and random 
uniformly d istributed pinning. Velocities of top and bottom layers were calculated as well as 
difference in positions between the higher two layers (xrop - xrop-1 ) . I n  addit ion flux flow rate 
difference between o utennost layers was computed. These calculations compare unpinned 
amples to different pinned samples which indicate a decrease in flux flow due to different 
p inning sets.  I n  addit ion, average power dissipation was calculated as function of the
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frequencies of  the ac current . At low frequencies the vortex mot ion is limited then ac losses 
were lower, but at high frequencies vortex motion increases and hence ac losses increase. 
These ac losses are reduced under different pinning sets. This leads us to say that this pinning 
mechanism impro ed superconduct ing propert ies. 
A ppe ndix  
Algorithm t o  calculate a c  losses i n  presence o f  random pinning by two different methods. 
Read a ,  A I. , Tk • 
While ( i  S - I ) 
Appl random pinning to uperconducting layers. 
Current � 1. x cos( � x lime} 
I f  current > pinning force 
Position of top layer = current ± pinning force. 
Time =0 ac_los e =0, power_lo =0. 
While ( time S 1 . 5Tk )  
Let fI k ]=0 ( fo rce initializing for all supercooduct ing layers) 
WIllie ( j  S - 1 ) 
While ( i  S A - I  ) 
I f  ( i  :f= j )  t hen fl j ]=fl j ]+ force ( x, - X I ' i, j ) .  
( where force i a eparate subrout ine that calculates coupling force 
between pancake vort ices) 
For all superconduct ing layers except the top 
I f  pinning[ i ]=0 then 
x. = X, + fIi ]  
E = fl i ] 
E lse if I fl i ]  1 > 1 pinoing [ i ]  I t hen 
X, = X,  + fI i ] ± piruting[ i ] 
E = fl i ] ± pinning [ i ]  
Power_loss=" power_lo s + ( E  x fI i ] ) 
For the top layer, follow t he last two steps with t he addit ion o f  current effect. 
Power_loss= po er_loss + (E x fl i ]+ current )  
Reserve t he last t wo previous posit ions i n  temp2 and temp3 
Top velocity: tops=( x N- \  - temp3 N-\ )/2 
Bottom velocity : bots=( Xo - temp3 0 )/2 
For all interior superconducting layers 
Ac Josses=ac _losses + ( x, - temp3 , ) 2 /4 
Ac_Io ses=ac_Iosses- tops 2 + bots 2 
1 1 8 
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